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ABSTRACT

An in-depth examination of chemical and physical mechanisms in resist materials

has beenmadeto support the applications of electron-beam (e-beam) lithography withhigh

beam currentexposure systemsand advanced resist systems. Novel resist models and exten

sions to the lithography simulatorSAMPLE have been developed to provide a CAD capa

bilityfor inexpensive and rapidevaluation of newe-beamlithographic processes.

Due to the small thermal conductivity of resists, e-beam induced heating of resists

during exposure can be quite significant. Resist deformation and irregular dissolution

behaviors have been observed in the RD-2000N resist when the beam current density

exceeds 25 A/cnr. A massively parallel computer program using an explicit Euler algo

rithm has been developed to simulate the temperature rise in the resist during exposure as a

function of pattern, tool and resist parameters.

A novel approach of using empirically-modeled parameters in the mechanism-based

rate model is introducedto includeadditional processvariables. An applicationto developer

concentration and post-exposure bake (PEB)makespossible profile simulation for the opti

mization of these processing steps in chemically-amplified resists.



A practical model based on a linearapproximation of the "cage effect'* is developed

for the acid-hardening crosslinkingresists. This model is derived from measurements of the

extent of the reaction obtained with FTIR. The new model accurately characterizes both

optically and e-beam exposed SNR-248 resists and a comparison of the kinetic parameters

shows effects attributed to initial crosslinking with e-beam. The correlation between disso

lution rateand the extent of reaction is a singlevalued function which, when combined with

the "cage effect" bake model, can be used to determine the resist behaviors duringexposure,

PEB, and development.

Processing strategies and a quantitative model for resist profile improvement

through interrupted development of an IBM DQN resist are investigated. It is found that

rinsing is the critical stepin improving resist performance. Dissolution measurements show

that no resist loss occurs during rinsing and that the latent induction period uponredevelop

ment of up to 40 seconds is an exponential function of exposure dose. Implementation of

this time-delay model in SAMPLE allows the simulation of interrupted development with

any interrupted schedules and differentiation of developer-related induction effects and

spin-cast-layer-related surface rate retardation effects in other resist systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development of integrated circuit processing techniques has decreased the cost

per component on a silicon chip over 10,000-fold in the last thirty years. This achievement

is due to advances in processing technology which have enabled the shrinking of device

dimensions to less than a micrometer and the integration of millions of devices on a chip

with area of only a few square centimeters. A key technology driver for the reduction of

device geometry is the printing of these small features with high resolution lithography. In

lithography, the two-dimensional circuit design is transferred onto a radiation-sensitive

resist material by imaginga mask with either UV light,deep-UV light, an X-ray, or an elec

tron-beam, or by scanning a finely focused electron beam over the surface of the resist.

Although electron-beamdirect-write exposurecannotcurrentlycompete with optical projec

tion printing in throughput, it plays an important role in the overall lithography process.

Electron-beam (e-beam) lithography is essential in the making of masks for optical and

X-ray lithography.[l] Even in device fabrication, e-beam lithography has advantages for

advanced VLSI devices with fine features [2] and application-specific integrated circuits

with low volumes [3].

E-beam lithography fundamentally involves three steps: 1) formation of a latent

image in the resist through electron-resist interactions during exposure, 2) modification of

the latent image by means of subsequent processing such as baking, and 3) creation of the

physical resist profile from the latent image by developing the resist in a selective solvent.

Fora positive resist, the solvent preferentially dissolves the exposed region, and for a nega

tive resist, the solvent selectivelydissolves the unexposed region. Successful application of

e-beam lithography depends on an understanding of how processing technology impacts the
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key phenomena in these three steps. This thesis investigates the key phenomena of these

steps by establishing quantitative characterization methods and a mechanistic foundation for

modeling. This characterization and modeling of advanced e-beam lithography requires

knowledge from various disciplines, including the massively-parallel computing technique,

statistical experiment design, response surface analysis, chemistry and kinetics of catalytic

reaction in resist polymers, and mechanism-based dissolution rate modeling. The tech

niques reported here are widelyapplicable to future e-beam and evenoptical resist materials.

The practical focus of the research reported here is on predicting the temperature rise in

resists during exposure, extending the dissolution rate models of conventional resists to

chemically-amplified negative resists, and exploring the possibility of improving resist pro

files by interrupting theirdevelopment.

E-beam lithography has evolved to meet modem demands on throughput with new

technologies in exposure systems, resist materials, and resist processing. High-current vari

able-shape beam exposure systems in conjunction with character or cell projection [4]-[7]

are being used to minimize the number of pixels required in writing a wafer by exposing

multiple pixels simultaneously. Throughput is also beingimproved by using highly sensi

tive resists to reduce the exposuretime. For example, a new class of resists was introduced

recently which utilizes chemical amplification to achieve sensitivity 1 to 2 orders of magni

tude higherthan conventional e-beamresists [8]. Processing technologyhas also beenused

to achieve higher resolution and better process latitude by introducing techniques such as

interrupted development with Diazoquinone-Novolak (DQN)resists [9]-[ll]. These e-beam

technology advances introduce complex new thermal, physical, and chemical mechanisms,

and it is imperative that they be well characterized to develop robust processes.



A basicexample ofhow changes in e-beamtechnology affect lithographyis the ther

mal heating during exposure with high-current variable-shape beam systems. These thermal

effects can change the resist sensitivity [12] and in some cases, cause physical damage to the

resist. For example, foaming of the resist can be observed on the Hitachi RD-2000N after

exposure on the AEBLE-150 when high-current density-beam and high dose areused [13].

The amount of heating depends on the beam current, beam size, resist thickness, thermal

propertiesof the resist and substrate,and exposure pattern.

A second example of how changes in e-beam technology affect lithography is chem

ically-amplified resists. They are different from conventional resists because the electron

irradiation does not affect their solubility rates directly. Instead, the electrons activate the

radiation sensitive compounds in the resist film, which generate either acid or base moieties.

During a post-exposure bake (PEB), these acid or base moieties catalyze the thermodynamic

reactions which will ultimately determine the dissolution rate of the exposed regions of the

resist. Since a single catalystcan produce multiple chemical events, the number of chemi

cal events occurring per absorbed radiation unit is much greater. Special exploratory and

systematic experimental techniques areneeded to investigate these catalytic reaction mecha

nisms.

To avoid the use of costly dark field exposure, it is necessary to have both negative

and positive resists in e-beam lithography. Unfortunately, most positive e-beam resists

either have very poor sensitivity or very poor plasmaetch resistance. With the advent of

high-current exposure systems and the desire for dry etching processes, the criterion for

resists has shifted from sensitivity to dry etch resistance. As a result, despite their relative

low sensitivity, novolak-based positive resists are widely used in today's e-beam lithogra

phy, because they can provide very good dry etch resistance.
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The use ofnovolak-based resists hasled to another changein the processingtechnol

ogy in e-beam lithography. Various special development techniques such as interrupted

development [9] are introduced to improve the process latitude and contrast of these resists.

Since these positive resistshave a finite minimum dissolution rate,they aremore susceptible

to over-development than negative resists. For example, a 20% over-development of a

DQN resist can reduce the critical dimension (CD) by over 50%. However, by taking

advantage of the unique interactions between the novolak resin, the dissolution inhibitor,

and the base developer, two special development techniques have been shown to improve

the contrast and process latitude of these resists. Typically, these development processes

modify the surface of the resist eitherbefore orduring the development. In the first case, the

resist is soaked in a dilute developer before development [11]. In the second case, water

rinse and air dry are applied to interrupt the development. A 0.25 u,m process with toler

ance of 20% over development has been demonstrated with the interrupted development of

an IBM DQN resist [15].

A major problem in the evaluation and optimization of modem processes in e-beam

lithography is the number of physicalparameters involved andthe complexity of their inter

actions. For a particular process application, it is important to understandthe effects of tool,

substrate, resist, and processing parameters to achieve a desired resistprofile with good pro

cess latitude. These parameters include electron-beam voltage and shape, exposure dose,

PEB temperature and time, developer concentration, development time, and schedule of

interrupted development. Simulation is a powerful tool for studying e-beam lithography,

because it provides an inexpensive and rapid means for systematically determining the

effects of the many process parameters on the lithographic pattern transfer process. The

simulation must use mechanism-based rather than parametric models to understand the



chemical and physical processes in advanced e-beam lithography. However, a methodology

based on a combination of semi-empirical modeling and response surface analysis can pro

vide very general resist dissolution models [17]. These models can be used to simulate resist

line-edge profiles under a wide range of processing conditions, as well as to optimize the

resist processing.

The work described in this thesis is aimedatestablishing quantitative characteriza

tion methods and a mechanistic foundation to supportresist profile simulation and process

optimization of the state-of-the-art e-beamlithography. Both semi-empiricaland mechanis

tic approaches are used. Specific results of this research include a simulator for temperature

rise in resists during exposure, semi-empirical andmechanism-based dissolution models for

chemically-amplified negative resists, techniques to control the pattern bias of a DQN resist

with interrupted development, and a model forthe simulation of interrupted development.
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Chapter 2

General Modeling Techniques

The simulation of e-beam lithography involves the modeling of the exposure, the

post-exposure processing, and the time evolution of the resist profile in a developer. Histor

ically, the exposure and thedevelopment processes havebeenthe subjects of extensive theo

retical and experimental research. While the majority of the modeling efforts have

concentrated on PMMA, advanced resist technologies such as alkaline soluble resists and

chemical amplification have recently begun to receive considerable attention. These new

resist materials require additional post-exposure processing, such as baking or interrupted

development, which cannot be easily characterized and modeled with traditionaldissolution

rate functions of absorbed energy. In this chapter, the status anddifficult issues in character

ization measurements, modeling, andsimulation are described.

2.1 Historical Perspective

The origins of e-beam lithography can be traced to the 1970s. Many early e-beam

lithography tools were modified scanning electron microscopes, and they were successfully

used to fabricate semiconductor devices with dimensions much smaller than could be

achieved with optical lithography [1]. E-beam lithography also benefited from the estab

lished theoretical framework for electron scattering interactions in scanning electron micros

copy. To understand the production of secondary electrons, X-ray, and backscattered

electrons when high energy electrons strike a solid, both analytic [2][3] and computational

(Monte Carlo calculation) [4] models of electron scattering interactions were developed.

These models of electron scattering laid the foundation for the modeling of the energy depo

sition in e-beam exposed resists." For example, Everhart and Hoff developed a universal

depth-dose function from measurements of steady-state e-beam-induced current through a



thin insulating layer of Si02 of a MOS capacitor [3] which can be applied to calculate the

energy deposition in theresist as a function of depth in a large area exposure.

The development of resist modeling and characterization techniques of e-beam

exposed resists soon followed to support the simulation of e-beam lithography. Most of the

early modeling efforts were focused on PMMA because it is arelatively simple system, and

it can provide very high resolution. The first resist profile model for PMMA was athresh

old energy model where the development step could be ignored [5]. However, as faster

developers such as MIBK:IPA were developed, the amount of resist removed became a

function of development time. To model the development of PMMA inthese developers, a

hypothesis that the dissolution rate is a function of deposited energy in the resist was postu

lated and verified originally by Ting [6] and later by Hawryluk [7]. When combined with

an etching algorithm, this energy deposition rate modelenabled the simulation of time evo

lution of resist profiles.

The e-beam resist characterization techniques and the dissolution simulation algo

rithms required were very similar to the ones that were being developed for the modeling of

optical lithography. As a result, the rapid resist characterization techniques such as in-situ

interferometry [8], and fast algorithms for simulating the etching of resists in developer,

such as the ray tracing [9], and the string algorithms [10] developed for the modeling of

optical lithography, were also applied to the modeling of e-beam lithography. Some of the

exposure, resist, and dissolution models have been implemented in a number of e-beam

lithography simulation programs [11]-[13], including the SAMPLE simulation program at

U. C. Berkeley. Since SAMPLE was introduced in April 1979, ithas been used with great

success for studying the issues involved in the exposure and development of PMMA.
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However, with the advent ofnew resist and processingtechnologies, new resist models must

be developed for these process simulators.

The following sections providea historical perspective on the exposure simulation,

resist modeling, anddevelopment simulation algorithms involved in the modeling of e-beam

lithography. The importantissues associated with the advances in exposure systems, resist

materials and processing, such as exposure induced thermal effects, chemically-amplified

resists, and interrupted development of a DQN resist, are then discussed.

2.1.1 Exposure Modeling

The most rigorous method to model electron energy deposition in resists during

exposures is the Monte Carlo technique. In general, the Monte Carlo technique calculates

the trajectories of a largenumber of electrons and determines the energy deposited in resists

using the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) and Bethe energy loss formula

[15][16]. Shimizu et al. [17] and Adesida etal. [18] included statistical effects in the energy

loss calculation by using more exotic inelastic scattering events such as conduction elec

trons, excitation of plasmon, and L-shell excitation, in their Monte Carlo simulations. In

addition, knock-on effect and secondary electron generation have also been modeled [19].

More recently, the Mott cross-section was used in place of the Rutherford cross-section in

Monte Carlo simulation to improve energy deposition in heavy substrates such as those used

in the fabrication of X-ray masks [20]. Johnson and MacDonald extended the Monte Carlo

simulation for lower energy electrons with a quantum-mechanicalelastic scatteringdifferen

tial cross-section [21]. These simulation programs have been successfully used to optimize

exposure and minimize proximity effects. [22]
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2.1.2 Characterization and Modeling of Resist Dissolution

The concept of the dissolution rate of absorbed energy model was originated by ling

for PMMA and based on hand measurements [6]. Today automated techniques are used. A

schematic diagram of the methodology in obtaining the dissolution rate data as a function of

absorbed energy is illustrated in Figure2.1. First, the resist filmthicknesses removed from

large area exposures,which received different exposure doses, are measuredas a function of

development time. The dissolutionrate as a function of depth, R(z), is then obtained by tak

ing the derivative of the thickness versus time data with respect to time. £(z) can be evalu

ated with the Monte Carlo simulation or the Everhart and Hoff equation [23]. Since both the

rate and the energy are functions of the depth, they can be combined to give /?(£).

Monte Carlo
Simulation of
Electron trajectories

10*'
10°

Thickness versus
Development Time
Measurements

101 102 103

Absorbed Energy in J/cm3
10<

Figure 2.1. A schematic diagram of characterization and modeling of an electron-
beam exposed positive resist with dissolution rate of absorbed energy
function. Before the use of in-situ laser interferometry, only a few data
points were gathered and fitted to the rate equation.
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2.1.2.1 In-situ Monitoring of Resist Development

Beforethe introduction of an in-situ development monitor, very few dissolution rate

data points were collected because the film thickness removed had to be measured at dis

crete time intervals. Currently, there are two major techniques for in-situ measurement of

resist dissolution. The first technique is laser interferometry, which monitors the reflected

intensity of a non-exposing laser beam from the resistsubstrate sandwich asthe thickness of

the resist film changes due to developer etching. The thickness removed as a function of

development time canbe calculated from the reflectivity versus time data usingthe inverted

two-beam interference equation. Dill et al. [8] pioneered the use of reflectivity measure

ments with a multiple wavelength technique to monitor resist dissolution. Since that time,

the Perkin-Elmer Development Rate Monitor (DRM) has become the primary instrument for

rapid acquisition of resist dissolution data. Although employing only a single wavelength

laser beam, its 256-pixel photodiode array dramatically reduces the time required to charac

terize the dissolution because multipleexposure zones canbe measured simultaneously.

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is another technique that can monitorthe varia

tions in the thickness of a thin film. This instrument measures the shift in the resonant fre

quency of a piezoelectric quartz crystal as the mass of the sample changes. This technique

has been successfully applied by Hinsberg et al. [24] to measure the dissolution rate of sev

eral optical resists. The advantage of this technique over interferometry is that it can mea

sure very fast dissolution rates and resists with highabsorption orrough surfaces. However,

a special piezoelectric quartz wafer with gold electrodes is needed for this technique, which

increases the contribution of exposure from backscattered electrons. Also, the measurement

throughput is very low because only one sample can be measured at atime.
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2.1.2.2 Resist Dissolution Rate Model

For simple polymericresist systems,the variation of dissolution rates with deposited

energy is usually a result of changes in the molecular weight of the resist molecules. These

changes are caused by the chain scission and crosslinking reactions initiated by the expo

sure. In a positive resists, the chain scission reactions dominate, whereas in a negative

resist the crosslinking reactions are favored. For example, the exposure of a positive poly

meric resist produces molecules having amean molecular weight, Mp which is less than the

original molecular weight, M^. Greeneich [25] has shown that

Mf=Mn/(l+Ng) (EQ2.1)

where Ng is thenumber of scission events per molecule given by

Ng = (gsEMn)/(pA0) (EQ2.2)

where Eis the absorbedenergy density, gs is the radiation chemical yield for scission events,

p is the resist density, andj40 is Avogadro's number. The combination of Equations (2.1) and

(2.2) yields,

M/= Mn/(l+KMn) (EQ2.3)

with K = (gsE) / (pA0). Since the dissolution rate R of a polymer in a solvent gener

ally follows a power law dependence on the molecular weight,

Roc^Mf)^ (EQ2.4)

the dissolution rateversus absorbed energydata can be fitted with this function. In orderto

characterize the removal of very high molecular weight materials such as the unexposed

t. These are number average molecular weight.
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regions, and the effects of the developer, Greeneich [26]developed anempirical relationship

for R(E) based on Equations (2.3) and (2.4)

R = /?0 +p/Af" (EQ2.5)

where RQ, (5, and a are empirical constants that depend upon the resist and the developer.

Combining Equations (2.3) and (2.5)gives the rate in term of the absorbed energy density

R(E) =* (Cm+£) (EQ2.6)

In the above equation, /?jC^ is the unexposed resist dissolution rate, Cm is proportional to

1/Mn, andEq is the critical energy which is proportional to gjp. These dissolution rate func

tions of deposited energy have been used successfully to determine the effect of initial

molecularweight on the performance of PMMA as well as calculating the dissolution rates

in the simulation of time evolution of resist profiles [14]. Moreover, since this function is

based on the molecularweight changes in the resist, it is general enough to model the devel

opment rate ofnon-swelling negativeresists, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.

With the advent of new resist systems such as DQN systems, new rate functions

were developed to model the development data of these resists. Generally, these models

were not based on theory but instead were obtained from the use of an engineeringcurve fit

ting approach. For example, Kyser and Pyle [12] added an exponential function to Equa

tion 2.6 to describe the depth dependence of dissolution rate in diazo-type positive resists.

Eib et al. [27] laterused highly non-linear functions which had their origins in the Bose-Ein-

stein approximations to the low temperature heat capacity and internal energy associated

with phonons in nonmetallic crystalline insulators. These models aremost useful in evaluat-
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ing and optimizing the processing of a given resist but are generally less useful in terms of

understanding how the resist properties affect the performanceof the resist.

2.1.3 Dissolution Simulation

To simulate the time evolution of the resist profile, a robust and accurate model of

the development process is needed. The first step in the simulation is to use the dissolution

rate model to calculate the local dissolution rate in the resist based on the absorbed energy

density andin some cases,the depth into the resist. Once the spatial distribution of energy is

converted to dissolution rate, the resist profile can be evaluated, in principle, for any devel

opment time, by tracking the volume of resist removed. The most common volumetric

algorithm is the cell method in which the resist is divided into a matrix of small cells. On

the other hand, since the dissolution of the resist takes place in a thin layer at the resist/

developer interface, this problem can be generalized to that of etching an inhomogeneous

andisotropicmedium. Algorithms to trackthe advancement of the resist/developer interface

such as the string [10] and ray tracing [9] algorithms, have been applied to simulate the dis

solution of the resist in two dimensions.

In the cell removal model originated by Dill et al. [8], the resist is subdivided into

stacks of cells. The dissolution rate of each cell is determined by the energy deposited in

that cell. The developer dissolves only those cells with which it is in contact, at a rate deter

mined by the local dissolution rate. If a cell is dissolved, then the developer can attack the

surrounding cells. The resist profile is tracked by noting the state of each cell in the resist.

The removal method was extended to simulate three dimensional resist development. [13]

Both the string and the ray tracing algorithms are based on the same mathematical

solution to the general problem of tracing a surface or profile as it evolves in time [28]. In

two dimensions, they both construct the resist/developer boundaryout of a string of points.
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However, they differ in their implementations of the surface advancement algorithm. In the

string model, the string advances according to the local dissolution rate along the line that

bisects the angle formed by the adjoining points. In the ray tracingalgorithm,each node fol

lows the trajectory of a ray and the surface is moved by connecting nodes at given times.

That is each point is an independentray whose trajectory is dependent only on its previous

trajectory andthe localdissolution rate. These algorithms are both faster but less robustthan

the cell method. Since in the string algorithm,the string is moved perpendicularto the sur

face, it tends to propagate any surface errors andis susceptible to the formation of artificial

loops. The ray tracing algorithm has the advantage that the ray is independent of the local

surface and is less sensitive to error. But in the ray tracing algorithm, there are often insuffi

cient rays to adequately describe the entire surface. Fora more detailed discussion of disso

lution algorithms including the variations of the ray approach proposed by Barouch, see

Toh[28] and Scheckler [29]. For the profilemodeling in this work, the SAMPLE program,

which utilizes the string algorithm with "delooping" capability for resist etching, is used to

simulate the resist dissolution.

2.2 Advances in Resist and Processing Technology

In this section, three advanced resists which have greatly changed e-beam lithogra

phy as well as heating effects aredescribed. AUthree resistshave good dry etch resistance

because of the presence of aromaticphenolic groups in the resin. Another attractive feature

of these resists for e-beam lithography is that they are soluble in an aqueous alkaline devel

oper. The first resist is the Hitachi RD-2000N resist, which is a deep-UV azide phenolic

resin resist. Its use with e-beam exposure has been studied by Okazaki et al. [30] and Liu et

al. [31]. The second example is a prototype chemically-amplified resist from Shipley, ECX-

1033, which utilizes thermodynamically driven acid-hardening reactions to achieve high
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sensitivity and high contrast [32]. The third example is a DQN resist developed with an

interrupted development process [33]. Heating of the resist during exposure has become a

new concern asbeam current densities have exceeded 25A/cm2.

2.2.1 Hitachi RD-2000N Negative Crosslinking Resist

The RD-2000N resist is composed of 33'-diazidodiphenyl sulfone (20 wt%) as a

radiation-sensitive azide compound, and poly(p-vinylphenol) as a phenolic resin matrix

[34]. The structural formulas for the resist components are shown in Figure 2.2. Upon

(a)

CH2 —CHV

(b)

Figure 2.2. Structural formulas for the two majorcomponentsof RD-2000N: (a) 3,3'-
diazidodiphenyl sulfones; (b) poly(p-vinlylphenol).

exposure, the nitrogen trimers lose a nitrogen molecule to produce a nitrene intermediate,

which may exist either in the triplet biradical state or in the singlet state (Figure 2.3). The

nitrenes are very reactive and can undergo many insertion, addition, or reduction reactions

with other azides and the resin polymers [35]. It is believed that the diazides react with the

phenolic resins to form a cross-linked polymermatrix and increase the molecularweight of

the resin polymers. This cross-linked network becomesinsolublein any organic solvents as

well as in aqueous bases [36]. In an aqueous alkaline developer, the resist dissolves in a

mannersimilarto AZ-type positive photoresists and does not swell afterdevelopment. This
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non-swelling development characteristic not only increases the resolution limit of the resist,

but enables the use of the dissolution rate of absorbed energy function to simulate its devel

opment. Profile modeling of this resist under deep-UV exposure with SAMPLE has been

reported by Matsuzawa et al. [37]. The dissolution characterizationand time evolution pro

file modeling under e-beamexposurewill be given in the following chapter.

hvore _t ai
RN3 • RN +N2

(a) R-N« R-N (b)

Figure 2.3. The nitrene intermediate states: (a) triplet biradical state and (b) the singlet
state.

2.2.2 Shipley ECX-1033 Negative Chemically-Amplified Resist

ECX-1033 is a negative resist composed of a novolak resin, a melamine compound,

and a radiation-sensitive acid generating (RSAG) species [38]. The melamine compound

has multiple amine sites which, in the presence of protons (H+) and high temperatures, will

react with the novolak resin molecules to form a cross-linked network. The reaction mecha

nism proposed by Blank [39] is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The unique feature about this reac

tion is that the acid acts as a catalyst; it provides an alternative path with lower activation

energy for the reaction and is regenerated after the completion of the reaction. During expo

sure, some of the PAG is excited and acid is released into the resist. After the exposure, a

bake is applied to drive the acid-catalyzed crosslinking reaction. Since a single exposure

event (generation of an acid) can produce many chemical events during the post-exposure

bake, this resist has much higher sensitivity and contrast than RD-2000N, and its mechanism

is called "chemical amplification".
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Although chemically-amplified resists have the advantages of high sensitivity and

contrast, the added process complexity complicates the lithography. Since a post-exposure

baking (PEB) step is needed to drive the acid-catalyzed reaction, two more processing vari

ables areintroduced: the PEB temperature andthe PEB time. Thus, the determinationof an

optimal processing condition would require many characterization experiments. However,

for a specific PEB,the dissolution characteristic of the negative acid-hardening chemically-

amplified resist such as ECX-1033 is very similarto that of the RD-2000N. As a result, it is

possible to obtain a dissolution rate function for this resist and use it in a process simulation

program such asSAMPLEto study processing issues such asthe tradeoffs in exposuredose

and development time. The characterization and modeling of ECX-1033 will be given in

Chapter 3.

^ H
NCH2OR +Hf iZT NCH2OR (Fast)

NCH2OR ^==^ ROH +NCH2+ (Slow)

ArOH +NCH2+ "^^ NCH2OAr (Fast)

NCH2OAr ^—»* NCH2OAr +H+ (Fast)

Figure2.4. The reaction mechanism of the hydroxyl group on the resin polymer with
the amine group on the melamine crosslinkingagent.

2.2.3 Interrupted Development of DQN Resist

The DQN resists consist of a smaller radiation-sensitive component of diazonaph-

thoquinone (DNQ) dispersed in a novolak resin. When the hydrophobic DNQ is added to

the alkali-soluble resin (novolak), the resin dissolution is inhibited. The destruction of the
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DNQ dissolution inhibitors by the exposure then releases the uncomplexed resin and enables

dissolution of the exposed resist. Upon exposure, the DNQ generates in Wolff rearrange

ment a carbene, which then rearranges to a ketene. The ketene reacts with absorbed mois

ture present in the resin to form an indene acid,

O

'2 ' ^

Diazonaphthoquinone

-OH

e or hv
•

HoO

+ N<

Carbene

Ketene

Indene Carboxylic Acid

Figure 2.5. Photochemical transformation of DNQ.

The indene carboxylic acid photoproduct leads to a substantial increase in the dissolution

rate even beyond that of the pure resin matrix. Modem resists show a dissolution rate ratio

of about2 to 3 in orders of magnitude of exposed versusunexposed resist regions with DNQ

loadings of approximately 20% of solid. However, due to the finite dissolution rate in the

unexposed resist, these resist systems do not provide enough contrast and process latitude

for sub-half micron e-beam lithography.

Recently, an interrupted development process was discovered which can substan

tially improve the performance of an IBM DQN resist [40]. The procedure for interrupted

development is illustrated in Figure 2.6. Contrary to the standard development process, the

development of the resist is carried out in small time intervals in interrupted development.
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Straight Development Interrupted Development

l

Total development time

i

Resist coated wafer

after exposure

Developer
Immersion

Water
Rinse

Fraction of total development time

\

Drying
of wafer

Total development time =£ t,.

Figure 2.6. Schematic diagrams of the regular and the interrupted development
procedures.
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A typical development schedule would be 60, 30, 30,..., 30 seconds, until the endpoint of

development is reached. At the end of each development interval, the wafer is taken out of

the developer and rinsed in DI water. After the rinse, the wafer is dried with an N2 gun and

later developed in the developer for the duration of the next interval. Figure 2.6 shows the

improved resist profiles obtained with a 6 minute interrupted development process with

interruptions at 60,90,120,150,180,210,240,270,300, and 330 seconds, corresponding to

60, 30,..., 30 second development intervals. The resist line-edge profile in Figure 2.7b has

steeper sidewalls and less bias when compared to the one in Figure 2.7a. In addition, the

features obtained with interrupted development are very insensitive to over-development.

However, the complicated development procedure makes it very difficult to develop a resist

dissolution model for simulation.

(a) Straight Development (b) Interrupted Development

Figure 2.7. Comparison of resist profiles of a 0.25 |im isolated line delineated in an 0.5
U.m IBM DQN resist with straight and interrupted development, (a)
Straight development gives poor sidewall angle and more top loss, (b)
Interrupted development produces more desirable resist profile.
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2.2.4 Heating Effects

One of the problems with high beamcurrent density exposures is that resist materi

als often suffer exposure-induced thermal effects. These effects have been shown to affect

the dissolution of RD-2000N exposed on the AEBLE-150 at high doses and high currents

[41]. These thermal effects have also been observed in PMMA [42]. Li the case of RD-

2000N, thermal effects manifest in the form of a frosty surface on resist exposed with high

doses. Although chemically-amplified resists such as ECX-1033 can reduce the thermal

effects significantly due to their low dose-requirement, it is not clear whether their sensitiv

ity is affected by the temperature rise during exposure.

2.3 Resist Modeling Extensions in this Thesis

This thesis applies the traditional dissolution rate as a function of absorbed energy

models to modem e-beam resists and then makes four major extensions to the modeling

approach. In Chapter 3, models are given for two advanced negative resists and the inter

rupted development of an IBM DQN resist. The models are shown to be adequate for pre

dicting resist profiles via comparison with experimental resist profiles obtained with the

SEM. The models are, however, limited to specificprocess conditionsandlow beam current

density exposures.

In order to study the tradeoffs in maximizing the throughput and minimizing the

thermal effects, the temperature riseduring exposure and its dependence on resist, substrate,

and exposure conditions must be known. The thermal effects observedin the resist profiles

in Chapter 3 are examined by further experimental studies augmented with numerical simu

lations of temperature riseusing a massively-parallel approach. The experimental and the

oretical studies concerning thermal effects during exposure are discussed in Chapter 4.
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There is a need in the applications of process optimization and process control in

manufacturing to generalize the resist model so that simulation can include many more pro

cess parameters,which have not been characterized in terms of physical mechanisms. These

parameters might, for example, include the concentration of developer and the temperature

andthe duration of the post-exposure bakein the processing of chemically-amplified resists.

One strategy for generalizing the resist dissolution model is to use response surface analysis

to fit the parameters of the dissolutionrate function as the processingconditions vary. Using

a factorial experiment of dissolution rate measurements, correlations between the parame

ters in the dissolution rate function andthe processingconditions can be obtained with linear

regression. Once these rate-model parameter functions are determined, a rate equation can

be obtained for any processing condition. These empirical extensions to the mechanism-

based dissolution rate function of absorbed energy can extend the range of profile modeling

for chemically-amplified resists. Hence, the advantage of this technique is that through

response surface analysis, the basic nature of the resist is still captured by the non-linear rate

curve. This approach to characterize and simulate the post-exposure bake and development

of a chemically-amplified resist is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

The second strategy is to extend the basic understanding of the physical and /or

chemical mechanisms that govern the resist's behavior. This model is especially useful in

the case of the acid-hardening chemically-amplified resist because the absorbed energy is no

longer the fundamental variable that determines the resist's dissolution rate. Instead, it is the

acid-catalyzed crosslinking reaction which occurs during the post-exposure bake step that

determines the solubility of the resist. Quantitative information about the extent of the acid-

catalyzed crosslinking reaction must be measured and modeled. The experimentation and
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the post-exposure bake models for the acid-hardening chemically-amplified resists are given

in Chapter 6.

In order to use simulation to evaluate and optimize the interrupted development of

the IBM DQN resist, both extensions to the ratemodel anda basicunderstanding of the pro

cess arerequired. In Chapter 3, the average developmentrates of the resist in eachdevelop

ment interval are characterized and modeled. Chapter 7 examines the effea of different

processing conditions on the resist profiles with interrupted development. Since the

increase in the contrast of the resist is believed to be caused by the formation of a surface

insoluble layer in the low dose region, the dissolution of the resist before and after the inter

rupt must be measured. The DRM experiments andthe modeling of the surface induction

effects are discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 3

Applications and Limitations of

Energy Deposition Rate Models

In this chapter, the current state of the general modeling techniques used in SAM

PLE is discussed. These are the techniques used throughout this thesis andtheir limitations

form the motivation for the extensions in Chapters 4 to 8. in exposure modeling, a new

pseudorandom number generator is implemented in the Monte Carlo simulation program

which improves the statistical precision of the energy deposition calculation. In the resist

characterization, a parameter extraction program with graphical user-interface is developed

to support the data analysis of the in-situ development rate measurements and non-linear

regression in the curve-fitting of dissolution rate data. Examples of using these character

ization and modeling techniques are illustrated using two advanced negative resists and a

positive DQN resistwith interrupted development. Within eachof the exposure,dissolution,

andexperimental characterization sections, the particular approach used in this work andthe

importance of the dominant physical mechanisms areconsidered.

3.1 Introduction

The exposure simulation in SAMPLE is based on Monte Carlo calculations of elec

tron trajectories, in which pseudorandom numbers are used to determine the scattering

angles,weighted probabilities of atomic interaction, and pathlength between collisions, etc.

In the simulation, a large number of electron trajectories (e.g., 105) must be calculated to

provide sufficient statistical precision. However, if the pseudorandom number generator

does not provide a sufficiently long series of random numbers, the statistical precision will

suffer despite the use of a large number of electrons. Due to the speed constraint of the
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Monte Carlo simulation used in SAMPLE, the original random number generator compro

mised the statistical precision for faster execution. As a result, artifacts such as kinks are

sometimes observed in the simulatedresist profiles. With the recent increase in the perfor

mance of computer workstations, the use of more sophisticated pseudorandom number gen

eration algorithms becomes much more attractive.

After the spatial distribution of electron energydeposition is determined, SAMPLE

utilizes a dissolution rate function of absorbed energy to convert the energy matrix into a

rate matrix. This dissolution rate function is obtained from a combination of DRM data and

the Monte Carlo simulation of energy as a function of depth into the resist. With the advent

of new resist and processing technologies such as negative chemically-amplified resists and

the interrupted development of positive DQN resists, new resist characterization techniques

and models must be developed for SAMPLE.

For the advanced resists, the feasibility of using a dissolution rate formula similar to

the molecular-weight-based dissolution model is demonstrated. The two negative resists

Hitachi RD-2000N and Shipley ECX-1033 are then used for illustration of the general mod

eling technique. For the interrupted development of the DQN resist, a model of the overall

effect of the interruptions is developed which is based on the resist film thickness versus

developmenttime data measured at the end of each interruption. Comparisons of simulated

and experimental resist profiles are then used to verify the models. Despite the good agree

ment between the simulations and experiments, there is a need to develop advanced charac

terization and modeling techniques if simulation is to be used to understand the underlying

mechanisms and to evaluate and optimize these new resists and processing technologies.
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TABLE 3.1. Exposure systems used in the characterization experiments.

Systems Beam Voltage Beam Shape

AEBLE-150 20 keV Variable, square

EL-3 50 keV Variable, square

3.2 Exposure Simulation

The exposureenergydeposition simulations used in the characterization studies are

based on the Monte Carlo technique using extensions of the technique of Adesida [1]. This

Monte Carlo technique is also used to prepare the spatial deposited energy distribution for

SAMPLE. Twodifferent exposure systems wereusedwith the characteristics listed in Table

3.1. The exposure system used in the study of the two negative resists was the Etec AEBLE-

150. To simulate the exposure by the AEBLE-150, a Monte Carlo program which utilizes

the standard Rutherford scattering and Bethe energy loss theories to calculate the energy

deposition was used. For the DQNresist, theexposure wasperformed on an IBM EL-3 sys

tem. Since EL-3 is a 50 keV system, secondary electrons significantly contributed to the

deposited energy. Therefore, a Monte Carlo program which adds the occurrence and

effects of fast secondary electron production was used.

The input to the Monte Carlo simulation program included the resist and substrate

atomic compositions, and the acceleration voltage of the exposure system. For RD-2000N,

the relative atomic composition of (73C:9.60:69H:6N:1S) and adensity of 1.3 g/cm3 were

used. Unfortunately, the composition of ECX-1033 cannot be determined because it is an

experimentalproduct and its formulation is proprietary. Nevertheless, since the major ele

ments in most resists are very similar, the energy deposition for RD-2000N can be used for

*. This version of the Monte Carlo program was written by M. G. Rosenfield.
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ECX-1033 as well. In the simulation, a large number of electron trajectories (e.g., 10 )

were calculated to provide sufficient statistical precision for the analysis.

The statistical precision depends equally on the number of electrons simulated and

the pseudorandom number generator, which is used to determine scatteringangles, weighted

probabilities of atomic interaction, path lengths between collisions, etc. A generator with

out a sufficiently long period of pseudorandom number generation could lead to errors in the

3.00

(a)

3.00

(b)

Figure 3.1. Contours of constant absorbed energy density (in J/cm3 and in log scale)
calculated with SAMPLE for a0.3 |im line exposed with 250 |J.C/cm2 in a1
|im thick PMMA. (a) Striation and local maximum away from the main
feature are due to the bias in the energy deposition of the delta-function of
the line source, which is calculated with a simple congruential algorithm,
(b) Using a mixed congruential algorithm, the contours are much smoother.
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electron energy deposition calculation. Figure 3.1 compares the absorbed energy profilesin

the cross-section ofan isolated 0.3 \\m line exposed with 250 u£/cm2 in 1urn thick PMMA

as calculated by SAMPLE using energy data files prepared with two different pseudoran

dom number generators. The data file used in Figure 3.1ais prepared with a simple congru

ential algorithm, which is used in the original Monte Carlo program for SAMPLE.

Striations in the constant energy contours and local maxima of absorbed energy away from

the center of the beam can be observed in Figure 3.1a. On the other hand, the contours in

Figure 3.1b are obtained from data files which are calculated with a mixed-congruential

algorithm [2], and they are much smoother. As a result, to obtain better precision, the pseu

dorandom number generator in the Monte Carlo program has been modified to use the

mixed-congruential algorithm. However, the computational time for this method is more

than double that for the simple congruential method. On a DEC3100, a run time of about 3

hours is required to compute the trajectories of 50,000 electrons.

The equi-energy contours shown in Figures 3.1a and 3.1b are obtained by convolv

ing the Monte Carlo data, which gives the spatial distribution of energy deposited in the

resist by a delta-function line source, with a 0.3 \im exposure profile. In SAMPLE, the

exposure profilecan be a pattern of arrayed Gaussian or rectangular shapedelectron-beams.

The convolution operation to calculate the energy deposition in two-dimensions is illus

trated in Figure3.2. The convolution is performedin a"window** of resist profile simulation

using the superposition of effects from a larger pattem writing window. In the window of

resist profile simulation, the resist is actuallyrepresented by a two-dimensional array to store

the absorbed energy density. The energy deposition in each row of the array, which corre

sponds to a depth in the resist, is computed by adding the contribution of absorbed energy

density from each of the delta functions in the window of interest. The convolution is com-
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plete when the procedure has been carried out for each row of the Monte Carlo data which

extends to a range of, for example, 5 u.m from the center of the exposure.

M/C Data Range

>—/ /—

6 - function

M/C data Be
of the 5-njnciion
line source

Pattern Writing Window
/

Profile Simulation Window
4 •

Exposure Profile

Two-dimensional array
of deposited energy for
resist inside the window

y

M/C Data Range

M/C Data Range

(c)

Figure 3.2. An example to illustrate the convolution operation. The delta function is
convolved with the exposure profile and the energy deposition inside the
user-defined resist window. The contribution of energy deposition by the
line source is represented by the overlapping region of the arrays. The
final energy deposition is the summation of all the overlapping regions.
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3.3 Dissolution Characterization and Modeling

In this section, the dissolution characterization experiments andthe determination of

resist dissolution models are described. For the chemically-amplified resist ECX-1033,

afterthe post-exposure bakewasapplied the development processing wasidentical to thatof

RD-2000N. As aresult, the characterization experiments forthe two negativee-beamresists

were very similar and in fact, were the extensions of the approach outlined in Figure 2.3.

For the interrupted development of the DQN resist, the development procedure involves

interruptions in which the resist is rinsed and dried after partial development.

3.3.1 Dissolution Rate Measurements of Negative e-beam Resists

The characterization experiments of the dissolution of the two resists were per

formed on the DRM. Table 3.2 lists the processing conditions of the resists for the DRM

experiments. The exposure pattem was a matrix of twelve 8 by 2mm2 rectangles with

exposure doses ranging from 2.5 to 100 u.C/cm2. For ECX-1033, a bake at 105°C for two

minutes was applied on a hot plate, afterexposure and prior to development. A beam cur-

rent of 25 A/cnr was used in allcases, except where specificallynoted.

TABLE 3.2. Processing conditions for Development Rate Measurements of RD-2000N
and ECX-1033.

RD-2000N ECX-1033

Substrate HMDS Primed 4" wafer HMDS Primed 4" wafer

Resist thickness 1 Jim l|im

Prebake 90°C, 30 min 90°C, 30 min

Post-Exposure Bake none 105°C, 2 min

Developer RD-2000N MF-312

Developer Temp. 21°C 21°C
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3.3.2 Parameter Extraction

Even with the use of the automated DRM, characterizing aresist still requires many

experiments. The datareduction and analysis following the measurements are a major bot

tleneck in the data acquisition. After collecting the dissolution ratedata, a model is needed

to fit the experimental data. Dueto the complexityof the dissolution rate data, usuallyvari

ous forms of the rateequations have to be tried beforea satisfactory model can be obtained.

Moreover, because of the non-linearity in the data, sophisticated non-linear regression tech

niques have to be used to calculate the best fit parameter. To automate this data analysis

and parameter extraction process, the program PARMEX [3] hasbeendeveloped attheUni

versity of California at Berkeley. It provides a powerful and user-friendly software package

so that various highly non-linear dissolution rate models can be evaluated and fit to the

experimental data.

The generation of dissolution rate versus absorbed energy density data requires three

stagesof dataprocessing: 1) conversion of reflectivityversustime datato thickness of resist

removed versus time data, 2) calculation of dissolution rate as a function of depth into the

resist, and 3) calculation of rate versus energy data from the rate versus depth data. Figure

3.3ashows a typical reflectivity versus development time curve and the resulting thickness

versus development time curve obtained from the DRM measurement. The measurements

were collected from one of the zones on a 1 fim thick RD-2000N exposed with a dose of

15 uC/cnr. The dissolution rates as a function of depth into theresist are plotted in Figure

3.3b. As expected for a negative resist, the dissolution rate decreases at lower depths

because thedeposited energy is an increasing function of depth for the range of accelerating

voltage and resist thickness used in thecharacterization experiment. The rate data in Figure

3.3b are then converted to R(E) data using the Everhart and Hoffequation [4]. The resulting
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Figure 3.3. Intermediate results in the data analysis of dissolution rate versus absorbed
energy data for al[im thick RD-2000N resist exposed with 15 (iC/cm2.
(a) The intensity versus time curve and the resulting thickness versus time
curve, (b) Dissolution rate versus depth data calculated from the thickness
versus time curve.
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data as a function of absorbed energy of RD-2000N is shown in Figure 3.4a. As a compari

son, similar data for ECX-1033 are plotted in Figure 3.4b.

To fit these data, a model similar to the one that was used for the effects of molecular

weight on dissolution rate was chosen, and the dissolution rate as a function of absorbed

energy density is given by

R = ^—z (EQ3.1)
E(1 +I-)

Here Rq denotes thedevelopment rate of the unexposed resist, and Eq and a are semi-empir

ical fitting parameters. The model is fitted to theexperimental data using PARMEX and the

extracted parameters are listed inTable 3.3. The solid lines in Figures 3.4aand 3.4bare the

dissolution rate curves calculated with these parameters. The smaller E0 and higher a of

ECX-1033 indicate that the chemically amplified resist is superior in both sensitivity and

contrast to RD-2000N.

TABLE 3.3. Extracted dissolution rate parameters for RD-2000N and ECX-1033.

RD-2000N ECX-1033

*0 180 A/sec 216 A/sec
£o 1360 J/cm3 300J/cm3
a 6.72 8.27

3.3.3 Profile Simulation and Experimental Comparison

Equation (3.1) is implemented in SAMPLE to test the validity of the model and

study resist development profile effects. Comparisons between simulated and experimental

resist profiles of RD-2000N are given in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Figure 3.5 shows the cross-
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Figure3.4. Dissolution rate versus absorbed energy density for (a) RD-2000N
exposed with 25 A/cm2 beam current density, and (b) for ECX-1033
exposed with 5 A/cm2 beam current density. ECX-1033 is much more
sensitive than RD-2000N.
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Figure 3.5. Experimental and simulated resist line-edge profiles for an isolated line
exposed in 1.0 ^lm ofRD-2000N at doses of63 nC/cm2 with linewidth of
(a) 0.3 |im (b)0.5 ^m, and (c) 1.0^im using 2 min development.
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(a)

(c)

Figure 3.6. Experimental and simulated resist line-edge profiles for a 0.3 p.m isolated
line exposed in 1.0 pm of RD-2000N at doses of (a) 50 ^iC/crn2, (b)
125 ^lC/cm2, and (c) 250 p.C/cm2 using 2min development.
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Figure 3.7. Experimental and simulated resist line-edge profiles for a 0.3 u:m isolated
line exposed in 0.5 u.m of ECX-1033 at doses of (a) 10.0 u.C/cm2, (b)
20.0 jiC/cm2, and (c) 31.6 u.C/cm2 using 2min development.
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sectional SEM micrographs and simulated resist line-edge profiles for 0.3,0.5, and 1.0urn

isolated lines, exposed with 63 aC/cm2 and developed in RD-2000N developer for 2 min.

Figure 3.6 shows the variations of the linewidth due to over-exposure, as three 0.3 fira iso

lated lines were exposed with 50, 125, and 250 aC/cm2. Generally, good agreement is

obtained between the simulation and theexperiment, especially considering the large range

of doses used. The advantage of ECX-1033 is demonstrated in Figure 3.7, where experi

mental and simulated 0.3 am lines of ECX-1033, with similar dimensions to the ones for

RD-2000N in Figure 3.6, are shown. For a 2 minute development in MF-312, the doses

required are reduced by a factor of 5 to 8. In addition, there are no pedestals in the

ECX-1033 line-edge profiles due to the highcontrast of this resist.

3.3.4 Interrupt Effect in the Development of a DNQ Resist

The effect of interrupted developmenton the dissolution of the IBM DQN resist can

be observed by monitoring theresist film thickness remaining as a function of development

time under different exposures. Figures 3.8a and 3.8b compare theresist film thickness ver

sus development time curves with straight development and interrupted development for

doses ranging from 0 to 70 aC/cm2. The curve with straight development was measured

with the DRM. On the other hand, resist film thickness data for interrupted development

were measured at the end of each interrupt with a Nanospec. The interrupt schedule used

consisted of 60, 30,..., 30 second development intervals with a total development time of 5

minutes. As a result, data were obtained for 60,90,120,150,210,240,270, and 300 second

development times.

The two sets of thickness curves are considerably different. The time difference of

50 seconds versus 2minutes for the 60 aC/cm2 curves to reach zero thickness is likely due
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to a different lot of developer and the absence of agitation in the tank development for the

interrupted case. Nonetheless, there is a significant increase in the contrast of the resist with

interrupted development. In straight development, the dissolution rate of theresist increases

gradually with exposure dose. However, in interrupted development, there is very little

development for resists with exposure doses less than or equal to 35 aC/cm2 after the first

interrupt. When the dose exceeds 40 aC/cm2, the dissolution rate of the resist does not

appear to be affected by the interrupt. As a result, the contrast of the resist is improved.

Furthermore, since all the features delineated in theresist near the endpoint of the develop

ment receive very little dose, their near-zero dissolution rates significantly minimize the

changes in linewidth due to over-development. Therefore, interrupted development

improves both the contrast andthe process latitude.

3.3.4.1 Rate Dependence on Deposited Energy and Interrupt

In order to gain adeeper understanding of the interrupted development, the develop

ment rate as a function of deposited energy for each development interval was compared.

These dissolution rate data were estimated from the thickness versus development time

curves using linear extrapolation. Therefore, they can be considered as an average develop

ment rate in that development interval. The average dissolution rate versus deposited

energy data for all the development intervals are plotted in Figure 3.9. Inthe first develop

ment cycle, the average dissolution rate is a straight line on a log rate versus energy plot,

indicating an exponential dependence on deposited energy. However, after the first interrupt

there is acritical energy around 410 J/cm3, below which the dissolution rate decreased by

more than a factor of 5. As moreinterrupts wereapplied, the decrease in the rate continued

until it reached around 0.1 A/sec. Above the critical energy, the average dissolution rates

werenot affected by the intermpts. These rate data indicate that the improved performance
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of the DNQ resist with interrupted development is due to the introduction of additional rate

retardation after the interrupt in the low exposure dose regions.
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Figure 3.9. Dissolution rate as a function of deposited energy for the different
development intervals used in obtaining the thickness versus development
time data shown in Figure 3.8b.

3.3.4.2 Modeling the Rate Data of Interrupted Development

To testthe validity of thedissolution rate data, a semi-empirical equation was devel

oped to model the data and to simulate the interrupted development process:

log/? (E) = F1+F2 (F5 (F3E - F4) +tanh (F3E - F4)) (EQ3.2)

In Equation (3.2), all the fitting parameters can beestimated from the data and thus good ini

tial guesses can be obtained for the nonlinear regression. The hyperbolic tangent function

was chosen to fit the abrupt jump of the dissolution rate when the deposited energy changes

from 300 to 500 J/cnr. Therefore, F3 and F4 correspond tothehorizontal translation of the
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hyperbolic tangent function from the origin to the point near the critical energy. Fj is used

to shift the curve up from the abscissa to the rate near the critical energy. F2 is the scaling

factor for the range of dissolution rate in thedata. Finally, the terminvolvingF5 is added to

describe the sloping of the rate data outside the critical energy regions. The function is very

stable and the fitted curves for the first three intervals are plotted in Figure 3.10. The fitting

parameters for equations of the first seven development intervals are listed in Table 3.4.

However, after210 sec of development,therewas insufficientdatato continue the curve fit

ting with Equation (3.2).

TABLE 3.4. Fitted Parameters of the Different Development Interval Rate Equations

Dev. Time. ^1 Fl ^3 F4 *5

0 - 60 sec 0.7817 0.1491 0.01091 3.482 1.131

90 - 60 sec 0.5848 0.6566 0.01064 3.731 0.1706

90 -120 sec 0.6382 0.7156 0.01408 5.679 0.1299

120-150 sec 0.5834 0.7167 0.01903 7.621 0.09073

150-180 sec 0.5753 0.7055 0.01878 8.005 0.1075

180-210 sec 0.4952 0.7451 0.01837 8.117 0.1613

3.3.4.3 Comparison of Experiment and Simulation

Once the rate equations are determined, they can be implemented in SAMPLE to

simulate interrupted development. For the first development cycle, theparameters from the

first 60 second development interval are used in the rate equation. After the development

time reaches 60 seconds, the rate parameters are changed to the second set of parameters.

For development longer than 210seconds, theparameters from the sixth interval are used.

Figure 3.11 shows theSAMPLE calculations of resist film thickness remaining as a function

of development time and they match the experimental data very well. The predictions of

resist line-edge profiles with this time-varying rate equation approach are also quite good.
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Figure 3.12 shows acomparison of experimental and simulated resist line-edge profiles for a

0.25 \imisolated line in0.5 urn thick resist. The linewidth of thesimulated resist line agrees

very well with the experiment. However, there is somediscrepancy on the sidewall angle.

The experimental resist profile is wider atthe topthan is atthe bottom, whilethe simulated

profile has almost straight sidewalls. This is notsurprising since themodel used was based

on the average dissolution rate versus deposited energy data. In order to obtain a more

accurate model to simulate interrupted development, the development rate of the resist after

an interrupt must be measured.

3.3.5 Summary

This chapter has shown that direct application of the dissolution rate versus energy

model under a specific set of process conditions gives amodel which can beused to predict

resist profiles. However, from these case studies it is clear that there are phenomena that go

on during exposure, baking, and dissolution which are not adequately described. In addi

tion, the scope of processing conditions considered must be broadened to be of interest in

process optimization and control. Chapter 4 to 8 now examine case by case extensions of

this standard modeling approach. Transient thermal effects during exposure are considered

inChapter 4. A technique for including process parameters such as developer concentration

and post-exposure bake conditions is described in Chapter 5. A closed-form solution of the

"cage effect" model for a melamine-based acid-hardening chemically-amplified resist is

considered in Chapter 6. The resist profiles obtained with variations of the original inter

rupted development techniques are compared inChapter 7. Finally, atime-delay model for

interrupted development is considered in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 4

Thermal Effects of Electron-Beam Exposure

During the course of systematic measurements of dissolution rate of the Hitachi

RD-2000N resist, it was discovered that exposures on the AEBLE-150 at 25 A/cm2 affect

the sensitivityof the resist and produce deformation in the resist when the doses were above

30 jxC/cm . These effects were then examined carefully and were determined to be caused

by the thermal heating of the resist during exposure. A new massively-parallel modeling

approach was then developed to estimate the temperature rise and to examine the role of

exposure pixel placement in the localized heating of the resist during exposure. This chapter

presents the experimental results in the identification of the thermal effects and describes the

temperature rise estimations with the simulation model.

4.1 Introduction

Beam-induced heating is a major concern in e-beam lithography because excessive

temperature rise can cause pattern variations.[l]-[3] With gaussian-beam raster scanning

machines, thermal effects mostly occur in mask writing where the quartz substrates are not

thermally conductive.[4] As the demands for higher throughput continue, however, vari

able shape-beam exposure systems with high current capability are becoming the dominant

exposure tools in direct silicon write. [6] [7] This class of exposure machines can decrease

the writing time of awafer byreducing the number of flashes required inapattern and min

imizing the dwell time for each flash. Asthe size ofthe beam increases further with cell pro

jection lithography [8], transient temperature rise becomes moresevere.

In direct writing on silicon wafers, the wafer generally provides agood heat sink so

that the primary concern is one of local heating in the resist. Chemical changes inthe resist
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can be expected with moderate temperature rise. If the temperature rises above the glass

transition or ceilingtemperature of the resist during exposure, it could cause both chemical

and physical changes to theresist, such as diffusion reactions and violent outgassing of vol

atile components [9]. These thermal effects are undesirable because they can alter the lin-

ewidth orcontaminate the e-beam column. The Hitachi RD-2000N is a prime example of

resist affected by beam-induced heating when it is exposed in the Etec AEBLE-150. Simi

larresist heating problems also have been observed by van der Drift et al [4] andVenek-

lasen [5]. The following sections will show that although theAEBLE-150 can deliver upto

100 A/cm2, the maximum current density that can be used should not exceed 25 A/cm2

because exposure with beam current density at orabove that would deform theresist pattern.

As aresult, thermal effects can severely limit the throughput of theexposure system.

In order to reduce these effects, excess temperature rise during exposure must be

prevented. The knowledge of rise in temperature in the resist and its dependence on the

exposure parameters is essential in determining the safe operating condition. Since there is

currently no practical way to measure thetemperature in theresist during exposure, the tem

perature rise has to be estimated by solving the heat diffusion equation. Previous work in

the literature has focused on calculating temperature rise in the substrates of the resist under

the e-beam. Murai et al. calculated the temperature rise in quartz substrate (with no resist)

by solving the standard three-dimensional differential equation for heat diffusion [101. In

their calculation, the maximum temperature reached 480°C when the substrate was exposed

with 4urn2 beam for 2u.s (10 u.C/cm2 at 5A/cm2 and 30 kV). In the work by Ralph et

a/.,[ll] the temperature rises in Si and quartz substrates were calculated using the Green's

function method. In their analysis, Si substrate temperature under an e-beam becomes criti

cal (over 100°C) only for cases with large exposure area (5x5 ^m2), high current density
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(over 50A/cm2) and high accelerating voltage (40 keV). In both cases, the calculations

neglected the temperature rise in the resist and thus arenot realisticestimation of the thresh

old of thermal effects in resist on Si substrate.

4.2 Thermal Effects on the Hitachi RD-2000N Resist

4.2.1 Beam Current Effects

In Chapter 2, a quantitative model of dissolution rate versus absorbed energy for

RD-2000N has been shown to give good agreement between simulated and experimental

resist profiles. However, at beam-current density of 25 A/cm2 and high exposure doses,

deviations from this model occur. The experimental results and the fitted dissolution rate

obtained from RD-2000N exposed at 25 A/cm2 at 20 keV are plotted inFigure 4.1. To illus

trate the depth dependence of the dissolution rate, the points from the top most 0.1 Jim are
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4.1. Dissolution rate asa function of absorbed energy for RD-2000Nexposed
at 25 A/cm2 at 20 keV. Points from the top most 0.1 urn are shown as +
and those from the second 0.1 urn are shown as x.
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Figure 4.3. Normalized thickness remaining versus log dose curves for RD-2000N
for 120 secdevelopment with 0.0,0.6 um, and 1.2urn thick oxide layers
on Si substrate with exposure at 25 A/cm .

4.2.2 Oxide Thickness

To explore theeffect of thermal impedance of underlying layers on potential thermal

effects, a series of DRM resist thickness measurements were carried out using oxide sub

strate with exposure at 25 A/cm2. An oxide thickness of 1.2 urn has athermal impedance

equivalent of 120 pmof silicon. The resulting curves ofresist thickness are shown inFigure

4.3 as a function of exposure dose for a development of 120 seconds. Little difference is

observed for doses below 15 u.C/cm2. However, at higher doses the behavior ofthe curves

becomes veryirregular. This irregularity is associated with thedifficulty of the DRMdue to

reflectivity versus time data deteriorating in quality in this region. Difficulty in obtaining

over 80% of the thickness remaining is also observed. This behavior isnotmarkedly differ

ent from that observed on bare silicon indicating that thepresence of oxide does notpresent

a significant thermal problem. It is also an indication that thethermal conductivity of oxide

is likely higher than that of the resist.
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plotted in + and those from the second0.1 um are plottedin x. Forlow deposited energy,

the surface rates are indistinguishable from the bulk values and are described by Equation

(2.5) with 185A/sec for rt0,812 J/cm3 for £0, and 3.97 for a The dissolution rates inthe

surface region are more irregular than the rates in the bulk and athigh doses, all the + and

x are very close to or above the curve.
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Figure4.2. Normalized thickness remaining versus log dose curves for RD-2000N
for 90 seconds development with exposure at beam-current densities of
5,10, and 25 A/cm2.

This unusual behavior at high beam-current densities can be seen in the character

istic curves of RD-2000N, which are shown in Figure 4.2. These curves are for resists

exposed with beam-current densities of5,10, and 25 A/cm2, and adevelopment of90 sec

onds in the RD-2000N developer. The 5 A/cm2 data show a slight lateral shift but this

may be due to dose calibration inaccuracy at short dwell time. The more important aspect

is the bending down of the 25 A/cm2 curve at high dose. This prompted us to devise fur

therhigh beam current exposure experiments.
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4.2.3 Resist Thickness

Assuming the theimal conductivity limitation is due to resist, thicker resist should

show a stronger thermal effect than thick oxide substrate. This hypothesis was verified

from DRM measurements on thick resist samples ranging from 1 urn to 2 |im and visual

examination of the resist after exposure.

The resist film thickness remaining versus development time curves for 0.95 and

1.65 Jim thick resists are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Note that the 25 uC/cm2
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Figure 4.5. Thickness versus development time curves for different doses at 25 A/

cm2 for a 0.95 u.mresist.
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curve for the 0.95 |im resist and the 20 pC/cm2 curve for 1.65 pm thick resist cross over to

adjacent curves. These erratic thickness curves would not occur if the dissolution rate were

a monotonic decreasing function of dose. The fact that the dose at which the crossover is

lower for thicker resist is a clear indication of a heating effect.

Figure 4.6. SEM micrograph of a
10 pm x 10 pm square
filled by a serpentine
pattern exposed on 1.5
pm resist.

Direct evidence of heating effects can be observed from the frosty latent images of

the large DRM exposure patterns which appeared in the thicker resist at a dose of 40 versus

60 pC/cm for thin resist. SEM of the exposed resists showed very interesting features in

the high dose areas. For example, a 100pm square written with a serpentine pattern after

exposure is shown in Figure 4.6. From this picture, the frosty latent images of the resist can

now be understood as local surface roughness phenomenon. Figure 4.7 depicted the SEM

cross-section ofthe surface features in a 1.5 um thick resist exposed at adose of60 pC/cm2.

The resist can be seen to expand several tenths of pm above the surface and many cavities

can be found down to about 0.5 pm into the resist. These cavities were also observed in

resist receiving lower doses. The expanded resist was highly porous and thus allowed easy

penetration by the developer. The erratic behavior of the resist at about 25 pC/cm2 can

now be explained by this channelingeffect. At higher doses, the resist was rendered insol

uble and therefore its dissolution was not affected by the cavities.
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Figure 4.7. SEM of cross-section ^^5
of 1.65 pm resist
exposed with a dose of
60 pC/cm2.

liillillllilgililllll

4.3 Temperature Rise Simulation

In the previous sections, the thermal effects were shown to depend strongly on a

number of important processing parameters such as resist thickness, exposure dose, and

beam-current density. In addition, these effects are most severe when the beam reverses its

direction in a serpentine manner as in the case of writing a largepattern where the beamhas

to make several passes to complete it. In order to estimate the transient temperature rise in

the resist duringexposure, a computer program is developed which can solve the heat diffu

sion equation in three dimensions with the resist as the domain. The program is imple

mented on a massively-parallel Connection Machine CM-2 and it solves the heat diffusion

equation, Equation (4.1), using the explicit Euler method.

dT
PCpiTt) = (Vk)VT +E{t,x,y,z) (EQ4.1)

In the above equation, pis the density, tp is the heat capacity, and kis the thermal

conductivity of the resist. Based on the physical changes observed in RD-2000N, the tem

perature rise is believed to be above the glass transition temperature. It is known that the

heat capacity and thermal conductivity depend on temperature. Here we considerthe mate-
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rial to be below the glass transition temperature and approximate its thermal conductivity

and heat capacity as constants. Values for RD-2000N and other resists are currently not

available so we have assumed values for RD-2000N which are 2.09xl0*3 J/cm-s-K for k>

1.47 J/g-K for Cp, and 1.2 g/cm3 for p[12][13]. Under this assumption, Equation (4.1)

can be simplified to,

- dT ,PCp& =^V27+£(r,jc,y,z) (EQ4.2)

A schematic diagram of a simulation example is shown in Figure 4.8 In this exam

ple, the simulation domain consists of a 1.5 pm x 6 pm x 6 pm blockof resist. The initial

and boundary conditions used are as follows:

T(0, x, y, z) = TAmbient (Eq 43)

T(t>Xiy,h) =TSubstrate (EQ4.4)

Ambient
e-beam

Vacuum

Figure 4.8. Schematic diagram of simulation domain for thetemperature calculation.
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£(t9x,y,0) =0 (EQ4.5)

3y

Equation (4.3) is the initial condition. The boundary condition on the resist/Si interface,

Equation (4.4), is based on the assumption that the conductivity of the substrate is suffi

ciently high andthe amount of energy deposited in the substrate is low enough that there is

negligible change in the substrate temperature. This assumption is supported by Figure 4.7

in which the foaming of the resist was found to be most severe nearthe top of the resist and

abruptly stopped at about 0.5 pm from the resist/Si interface. This distribution of cavities

proved that the interface was cooler than the surface and the bulk of the resist during expo

sure. Since the resistwas exposedunder low pressure and heat loss via radiation is negligi

ble, no heat transfer should occur on the top surface of the resist. As a result, the

temperature gradient in the z direction is zero in Equation (4.5). The final boundary condi

tions in Equation (4.6) is based on the fact that the temperatures very far away from the

source should be constant. In this case, it is safe to assume that this condition is met at

about 2 pm away from the exposed region due to the small heat diffusion length of the resist

during the exposure.

The energy deposited by the electron beamis represented by £ in Equation (4.2). In

order to simplified the computation of the energy deposition, it is approximated with the fol

lowing equation,

E (x, y, z, r) = f(x, ytt)-e (z) (EQ 4.7)

where e{z) is the Everhart and Hoff equation [14] and/is the beamshape factor. This/fac

tor is used to describe the lateral distribution of the energy deposition as well as the time
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sequence of the exposure flashes. For the square beam used in the simulation,/ is 1 in the

center of the beam and theedge slopes are approximated with a gaussian function. When

the beam is off,/is then set to zero. Thus, the size, location, dwell time, and blank time for

theelectron beam in thesimulation are specified through this/function. For amore detailed

examination of electron energy deposition effects, the energy per unit volume from Monte

Carlo simulation could be included.

4.4 Simulation Results

In this section, the results of the simulation of temperature rise from several exam

ples are presented. These examples are setupto investigate thedifferences in transient tem

perature rise within the resist under various beam-current densities, resist thicknesses, beam

sizes, andpixel placement patterns.

4.4.1 Beam Current Density, Resist Thickness, and Flash Size

In a single exposure flash, the maximum temperature rise is undoubtedly located in

the center of the exposure. Therefore, to find the hottest spot inthe resist during exposure,

the temperatures along the z-axis at the center of1x 1pm2 and 2x2 pm2 exposure flashes

for 0.5 and 1.5 pm thick resists are calculated. The resulting temperatures can be plotted as

three-dimensional surfaces with depth into the resist and exposure dose as the independent

variables. Separate surfaces are shown for beam-current densities of 5,10, and 25A/cm2 in

Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.9 (a) and (b), the temperatures at the center ofa1x 1pm2 exposure

flash are plotted and in Figure 4.9 (c) and (d), the temperatures at the center ofa2x 2 pm2

exposure flash are plotted.

The temperature rise in thin resist is very different from thick resist. In the 0.5 pm

resist simulations, the temperature in the resist reaches a plateau as the dose increases and
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the height of mis plateau is nearly proportional to beam current density. The maximum tem

peratures are at zero depth of at the resist surface. This indicates a steady state situation

where the rate of energy deposited is equal to rate of energy dissipated by heat transferfrom

resist to the Si substrate. The saturation dose and the maximum temperature depended on

the beam-current density and to a somewhat lesser degree, the exposure flash size. For

examples, in Figure 4.9 (a) and 4.9 (b), the maximum temperatures for 5A/cm2 exposure are

Depth in \xm
Dose in uC/cm

Depth in |im
Dose in pC/cnr

(a) (b)

Depth in [im
Dose in \iC/cm Dose in nC/cnr

(C) (d)

Figure 4.9. Simulated temperature in the resist at the center of an exposure flash for
beam-current densities of 5, 10, and 25A/cm2. The higher the beam-
current density, the higheris the temperature in the resist, (a) 1 x 1 pm2in
0.5 pm thick resist, (b) 1 x 1 pm2 in 1.5 pm thick resist, (c) 2 x 2 pm2 in
0.5 pm thick resist, and (d) 2 x 2 pm2in 1.5 pm thick resist.
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reached after approximately 10 pC/cm2 and the difference between the two flash sizes is

only 11°C (62°C for the 1x 1 pm2 flash and 73°C for the 2 x 2 pm2 flash). But for both

cases, the maximum temperatures increase by a factor of 3 when the beam-current density is

increased from 5to 25 A/cm2 (188°C and 210°C respectively).

In the cases of the thicker 1.5 pm resist, the temperature profiles are very different

from those of the thinner resist because the thicker resist increases the thermal impedance,

stores moreheat, and increases the energy deposition by further slowingdown the electrons.

Analogous to a large RC time constant for a higher resistance, the temperature in the resist

has not reached steady state with the exposures at 25 A/cm2. Since the time constant is

longer than the exposure time, the temperature profiles of different beam current densities

are very close to each other. Furthermore, the larger flash size, which is greater than the

thicknessof the resist, produces the highest temperature (361°C) and These results are sim

ilar to the conclusion reached by Veneklasen that the beam current (beam current density

times the area of theexposure) is the most critical factor indetermining theheating effectin

direct wafer writing. Another interesting result is that the maximum temperature for the

thickresist occurs in the bulkof theresist rather than at the surface indicating that the slow

ingdown of the electrons by theresist also plays an important role in thetemperature rise in

the resist.

4.4.2 Pixel Placement

In this section, theeffects of adjacent pixels onthe temperature rise during exposure

are investigated. Four exposure flashes are simulated which are exposed sequentially near

the center of a 1.5 pm resist to form a2 pm x 2pm square. In thesimulation, 1 pm x 1 pm
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square beam at 20 keV with acurrent density of10A/cm2 is used to write each pixel. The

resulting contours of constant temperature at the end of eachflash are shown in Figure 4.10

for an exposure dose of10 pC/cm2, which corresponds to adwell time of100 ns. The tem

peratures in the hottest layerin the resist, which is at 0.4 pm from the substrate, areplotted.

The peaktemperature afterwriting the forth pixelis 40°C higherthan that of the first pixel,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10. Contours of temperature for a sequence of four exposurepixels at the end
of each exposure for a 1.5 pm thick resist at a depth of 1.1 pm. The beam
current density is IP A/cm2 and the dose is 10 pC/cm2. The blank time
between flash is 100 ns. (a) First pixel, (b) second pixel, (c) third pixel,
and (d) fourth pixel.
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andthe area of the 180°Ccontouris aboutthreetimes larger. The simulationresults indicate

that the heat contributed from the surrounding pixels can increase the temperature rise by

more than20% andwill be important for pixelssmaller thanthe resistthickness.

4.5 Conclusion

Exposure of Hitachi RD-2000N resist at abeam-current density of 25 A/cm2 on the

AEBLE-150 produced noticeable changes in dissolution which were caused by beam-

induced heating. For a thickness of 1 pm, the effect is directly observable as a latent image

on the surface of large exposed area at adose of 40 pC/cm2. SEM micrographs ofresist

cross-section showed that the latent images on the surface were caused by the rough resist

surfaces. Therough topography appeared as aconsequence of theexpansion and cavity for

mation in over-heated areas. Although with less intensity, thesecavities were also found to

occur at lower doses. Furthermore, cavities formed inresist received doses near 25 pC/cm2

appeared to haveincreased thedissolution rate near thesurface by channelling thedeveloper

into the bulk of the resist. At higher doses, the resist becomesinsoluble, and therefore, there

was no increase in dissolution rate. These effects were notnoticeably influenced by the sub

strate material but rather depended strongly on the resist thickness indicating that the ther

mal conductivity of the resist is much lower than that of the substrate.

A massively-parallel computer program was developed to analyze the transient elec

tron-beam-induced heating of the resist. Simulation results indicate that the highest tem

perature occurs nearthe surface of the resist when the beam-current density is below 10 A/

cm . However, when a25 A/cm2 beam is used to expose 1.5 pm thick resist, the peak tem

perature occurs in the bulk of theresist due to the increase in thethermal impedance as well

as slowing down of the electrons. With the exposure size greater than the thickness of the
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resist, the temperature rise seems to be less dependent on the beam current density. The

heat capacity of theresist also plays an important role in thecontribution of heating to adja

cent pixels. Li these simulations, the temperature rises is quite significant and will likely

reach the glasstransition temperature.

With the advent of chemically-amplified resist, the doserequirement is lowered by a

factor of 5 ormore and thus, theproblems of resist heating during exposure seem to bealle

viated. However, these resists are very temperature sensitive as their development behav

iors are controlled bythermal-driven catalytic reactions after exposure. In Chapter 6, it will

be shown that the bake reaction is limited by a factor

k1e'mk2t (EQ4.8)

The values for the above parameters are inTable 6.1. Assuming atemperature rise of 200°C

for 200 ns during a10 pC/cm2 exposure at 10 A/cm2, the crosslinking reaction rate limiting

factor is approximately 0.1. Since this factor is an indirect measure of the extent of the

crosslinking reaction, this small value indicates that less than 1% of the possible crosslink

ingis produced directly via thermal effects. Direct e-beam induced crosslinking of theresin

and the crosslinker is more likely to occur.
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Chapter 5

Empirical Extensions to Dissolution Rate Model

for Chemically-Amplified Resists

The range of resist profile modeling is extended to include additional processing

variables by utilizing a novel approach of empirical extensions to the mechanism-based

(EEMB) dissolution rate model. The technique consists of using acentral composite design

experiment of dissolution rate measurements to study the effects of processing variables on

the parameters in the dissolution rate function. Simple empirical functions relating these

parameters to the processing variables were then obtained with linear regression. These

empirical functions in conjunction with the mechanism-based rate model extends the use of

the dissolution rate function of absorbed energy density to include developer concentration

and post-exposure bake over a wide range of processing conditions. This enables resist pro

file simulation for theoptimization of post-exposure bake and developer concentration in the

processing of chemically-amplified resists.

5.1 Empirical Extension of Mechanism-based Resist Model

Ideally, a dissolution rate model should give an accurate prediction of resist profiles

for a wide range of processing conditions. The dissolution rate versus absorbed energy

functions discussed in Chapter 2 have been shown to provide good agreement to experiment

with a variety of resist patterns, development times, and exposure doses for typical electron-

beamresists. However, if the developer concentration is changed, a new development rate

measurement experiment is needed to determine therate equation forthatdeveloper concen

tration. This limited capability of therate function is further exemplified in the modeling of

chemically-amplified resists. The.dissolution rate of these resists is controlled by thermal

driven catalytic reactions during the post-exposure bake (PEB). As a result, in addition to
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thedeveloper concentration, the behavior of theresists also depends strongly on the temper

ature and duration of the PEB. Therefore, simulation using the dissolution rate function of

absorbed energy cannot beused to predict the optimal PEB condition and developer concen

tration withoutperforming a large number of experiments.

A mechanistic approach has also been developed to model the chemical amplified

resists with optical exposure. Ferguson et al. used reaction kinetics to describe theexposure

and the post-exposure bake of these systems [1], The disadvantage of this technique is that

extensive experimental work is needed to characterize the chemical reactions with special

techniques such as Fourier Transform IR spectroscopy. In addition, the chemical changes

of some resists have very weak spectral changes and are almost impossible to measure. To

date, this approach has been limited to PEB effects and is most useful in characterizing

effects in the design of resists such as those of sensitizer types and loading. The mecha

nisms of dissolution and the role of developer concentration have been discussed by Hins-

berg et al. [2J. To date mechanistic models of resist dissolution have not been developed.

Top-down factorial experiments have been used by Blum etal. to study the effects of post

exposure bake and developer concentration on performance measures such as sensitivity and

contrast in chemically-amplified resists [3]. Although their results can beused to choose an

optimal process based on contrast and sensitivity, dose calibration using SEM inspection of

resist profiles are still needed due to the lack of model for simulation. While mechanism-

based studies have the advantage of providing direct understanding and efficient parameter

ization, they do not have the scope of multiple parameters and ability to assist in process

optimization.

In order to efficiently model the processing of chemically-amplified resist, a new

approach is developed which utilizes the power of factorial experiment to systematically
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track the variations of the parameters in thedissolution rate functions as the processing con

ditions change. Once the effects of the key processing factors onthe parameters of therate

model are identified, they can be modeled with empirically-fitted functions using linear

regression. By using these empirical extensions to the mechanism-based (EEMB) dissolu

tionrate model, the processing of chemically-amplified resists can thenbe simulated for any

post-exposure bakeand developer concentration. This novel approach is illustrated in Fig-

Factorial Experiment of Development
Rate Characteristics
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Developer
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Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of the empirical extension of the mechanism-based
model of chemically-amplified resists for effects of post-exposure bake
temperature, time, and developer concentration.
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ure 5.1 and it assumes that the dissolution rate function is a physically-based model which is

well suited for use in process simulation program such as SAMPLE. For the case which

will be studied, a power law relationship between the log of dissolution rate andthe molecu

lar weight of the resist after exposureis used. The experimental design of the development

rate measurements, the statistical analysis of the dissolution rate data, and the determination

of the EEMB model will now be presented. Resist profiles simulated with the EEMB rate

model are then compared to experiment to determine the validity of the model. Process

optimization criteria are also derived from the EEMB model.

5.2 Factorial Experiment Design

To maximize the range of the processing factors studied and to obtain estimates of

the curvature of the response surfaces, three or more levels of factor have to be used in the

factorial experiment. Since there are three key factors involved in the processing of chemi

cally-amplified resists, if we are to use a full factorial design to fit the response surfaces, 27

DRM experiments would be needed. The number of experiments would become prohibi

tively large, if the experiments have to be repeated to determine the experimental errors.

Fortunately, the number of experiments required can be substantially reduced with a central

composite design [4][5]. Figure 5.2 illustrates this composite design. In this design, the

experiment can be performed in two stages. The first stage ofexperiments follows a23 fac

torial design, enhanced with center point replications. These initial experiments can be

used to check forcurvature in the surface and estimate the experimental errors. If significant

curvature is found to exist, a second stage of experiments can be performed. This second

stageof experiments have 2 points along each of the three axesextendingbeyond the face of

the cube, making five levels for each factor. Additional center points can also be included

as a check for experimental error and blocking effect if thetwo stages are performed at dif-
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ferent times. The set up of these two blocks of experiments ensures that no confounding

willoccur in estimates of thequadratic and linear effects. If three center points areused in

each stage, only 20 experiments is needed.

Developer
Concentration

(C)

+ +
(TtC)

+ + +

B time (t)

Center

Runs

PEB Temp(T)

2 Factorial with added center runs

First Stage of Experiment

V2

-V2

Axial with added center runs

Second Stage of Experiment

Figure 5.2. The central composite design with the three key processing parameters.

5.3 Factorial Experiment

5.3.1 Resist Preparation

The resist used in this study was Shipley SAL-601-ER7 negative electron-beam

resist. We used 4 inch wafers spin coated with resist at 4500 rpmfor 45 seconds to a thick

ness of about 0.6 mm. The wafers were then soft-baked in an oven at 80°C for 30 seconds.

Subsequently, the wafers were exposed with exposure pattern containing 12,2x8 mm2 rect

angles on a JEOL system at Hwelett Packard in Palo Alto with 20keV accelerating voltage

and 0.25 A/cm current density. Each rectangle received a different exposure dose ranging

from 0.3 to 3.5 pC/cm2. After the post-exposure bake, the resists were developed in the Per-

kin Elmer Development Rate Monitor (DRM) for 10 minutes as the dissolution rates of the

exposed areas were being measured. The developer used was the MF-312 developer from
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Shipley diluted withDIwater and thedeveloper temperature was setat21°C for all theruns.

The post-exposure bake conditions and the developer concentration used are discussed in

the next section.

5.3.2 Levels of the Factors

The experiments were conducted in two stages following the central composite

design. In the first stage of experiments, three replicated center points were included. After

the completion of the first stage, significant curvature was observed in both of the parameter

models. Therefore, the second stage of experiments was performed with2 replicated center

points. The three factors and their levels used inthetwo stages of experiments are listed in

Table 5.1. The order of the runs was randomized to prevent introduction of systematic

errors. Nonetheless, the two stages of experiments were performed two weeks apart,

increasing the odds that some changes inthe resist materials or processing conditions might

occur. Afterthe experiment was completed, a blocking effect between thetwo stages was

indeed observed and it will be discussed in section 5.6.1.

Table 5.1: Factors and levels in the two stages of the design experiment. Actual
levels used are in parentheses.

Level Bake Temperature Bake Time Developer Concentration

-1.4 108°C 60 sec (-2) 0.229N(-1.6)

-1 110°C 75 sec 0.257N

Center 115°C 90 sec 0.297N

+1 120°C 105 sec 0.351N

+1.4 122°C 150 sec (4) 0.370N

5.4 Dissolution Rate Data

The high contrast and sensitivity of SAL-601-ER7 are illustrated in Figure 5.3 as

the fitted dissolution rate function obtained from run #5 of the factorial experiments is plot-
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ted with the experimental data. The dissolution rate data were highlynon-linear due to the

chemical amplification of the exposure energy. There was very little change in thedissolu

tion rate below an energy density of0.01 U/cm3. However, as the energy density increased

toward 0.1 kJ/cm3, the dissolution rate decreased by nearly 3orders ofmagnitude. For the

20 keV exposure used, this energy deposition corresponds toasensitivity of3-4 pC/cm2.

The dissolution rate equation discussed in Chapter 3, Equation (3.1), was found to

beinadequate in describing thedissolution rate of chemically-amplified resist due to itshigh

contrast. In order to improve the fit of therate function to thedissolution rate data, Equation

(3.1) is modified by adding a parameter, j3, which can increase the ability for the curve to

"bent downward,"

* = ~ -j (EQ5.1)
E P

1+(f)

Although all four parameters in Equation (5.1) could bedetermined by direct fitting,

an alternative fitting strategy was adopted. This strategy was prompted by the observation

that multiple solutions for the same least square residual would occur whichwould make it

difficult to systematically correlate the fitting parameters among the runs. Of the four

parameters in therate function, onlyR^ thedissolution rate of unexposed resist, can bever

ified by independent measurement (R0 = Resist thickness divided by time to clear). On the

other hand, Eot p> and a had tobe determined from non-linear regression. In negative resists

withno chemical amplification, p is usually found to be 1 and a is usually between 2 to 10.

However, SAL-601-ER7 has amuch higher contrast than conventional negative resists and

very different values of p and a had to be tried in fitting the rate equation. Since there was
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considerable amount of noisein the data, there weremanycombinations of Rot Eot j3, and a

which can be judged as good fit. Fortunately, in trying different values of P and a, it was

found that Pequal to 1.5 and a equal to 31 could beused to give a very good fit of therate

equations for almost all the runs. In the cases where different values of p and a were

extracted, the differences were only a few percent. Therefore, in order to haveconsistency

in extracting the parameters for thedissolution rate functions from all the runs, we set p to

1.5 and a to 31. Once p and a were set,E0 and R0 were extracted automatically by minimiz

ing the ratio of the predicted to the experimental sum of squares for the residuals. Their

dependence on the three processing parameters couldthen be studied.
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5.3. Dissolution rate versusabsorbed energy of SAL-601-ER7 from run#5.

5.5 First Experimental Stage and Linear Effects

The first step in determining themodels for E0 and R0 was to identify the significant

effects. The experimental averages and effects of E0 and R0 were first calculated with data
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from the 2 factorial experiments ofthe first stage ofthe composite design usingYate's algo

rithm [6]. Then the standard errors (a) forthe effects were calculated from the estimatesof

the experimental errors in the 5 replicated center runs of both stages. Any effect within

±2g was considered to be significant.

5.5.1 Effect Calculation for E0

Theextracted values forE0 and theeffects arelisted in Table 5.2. Theaverage value

of

namely, PEB Temperature (T), PEB time (t), and developer concentration (C), were signifi

cant.

TABLE 5.2: Extracted £pand its effect using Yate's algorithm. Significant effects
are in bold face.

Run T t C E0(J/cm3) / 2 3 D.F. E0 Effect 1>pe

1 - - - 253 427 817 1749 8 218.6 AVG

2 + - - 174 390 932 -305 4 -76.3 T

3 - + - 224 490 -157 -85 4 -21.3 t

4 + + - 166 442 -168 25 4 6.3 Tt

5 - - + 288 -79 -37 115 4 28.8 C

6 + - + 202 -58 -48 -31 4 -7.8 TC

7 - + + 262 -86 21 -11 4 -2.8 tC

8 + + + 180 -82 4 -17 4 -4.3 TtC

Standard Error = ±4.1

5.5.2 Effect Calculation for R0

Theextracted values for R0 and the effects are listed inTable 5.3. The average value

ofR0 was 294.8 A/sec and a was 6.8 A/sec. Due to the relatively small a, all the effects

hadto be considered significant except the three-factor interaction effect. Li order to obtain
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a simpler model for/?0, several datatransformations were tried. Thesquare roottransforma

tion, for example, was found to lead to a simpler model. This square root transformation

was adopted and the effects on^ are listed in Table 5.4. After the transformation, the

number of significant effects was reduced from 6 to 3. They were thePEB temperature (T),

PEB time(t),developer concentration (C), and temperature-time interaction (Tt).

TABLE5.3: Extracted R0 and its effect usingYate's algorithm. Significanteffects
are in bold face.

Run T t C R0(AJsec) J 2 3 D.F. R0 Effect Type

1 - - - 77 158 305 2359 8 294.8 AVG

2 + - - 81 147 2054 -121 4 -30.4 T

3 - + - 86 1073 -21 -103 4 -25.8 t

4 + + - 61 981 -100 -66 4 -16.5 Tt

5 - - + 552 4 -11 1749 4 437.5 C

6 + - + 521 -25 -92 -79 4 -19.7 TC

7 - + + 525 -31 -29 -81 4 -20.2 tC

8 + + + 456 -69 -38 -11 4 -2.5 TtC

Standard Error = ±6.8

TABLE5.4: Effectsof square root ofR0.

Run T t C JR~0 (A/sec](1/2, 2 3 D.F. JR~0 Effect Type

1 - - - 8.79 17.76 34.80 125.39 8 15.67 AVG

2 + - - 8.97 17.04 90.59 -3.49 4 -0.87 T

3 - + - 9.25 46.32 -1.26 -2.77 4 -0.69 t

4 + + - 7.80 44.27 -2.23 -2.52 4 -0.63 Tt

5 - - + 23.49 0.19 -0.71 55.78 4 13.95 C

6 + - + 22.83 -1.45 -2.05 -0.96 4 -0.24 TC

7 - + + 22.91 -0.67 -1.64 -1.34 4 -0.33 tC

8 + + + 21.35 -1.56 -0.89 -0.75 4 0.19 TtC

Standard Error = ±0.26
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5.6 Second Experimental Stage and Quadratic Effects

Although simple linear models can be constructed afterthe significant effects were

identified, several tests had to be performed to ensure the models were adequate. If the

response surfaces of E0 and JR~0 had significant curvature, they would have to be approxi

mated with quadratic functions instead. One ofthe curvature tests was the comparison of

the average values of both parameters to that of the replicated center runs. If theresponse

surfaces were linear, then theaverage and thecenter points should have similar values. This

testwas carried outand it was found that significant curvature existed in both response sur

faces. Therefore, thesecond stage ofthe experiments was performed toprovide data forthe

estimates of higher order terms for the parameter functions. The results from the second

experimental stage and all the center runs are listed in Table 5.5.

TABLE 5.5: Results from the second stage of the experiment and the center runs.

Stage Run T t C ^(A/sec)172 Avg. E0Qlcn?) Avg.
1 9 c c c 14.87

1 10 c c c 14.97

1 11 c c c 14.39

2 7 c c c 17.44

2 8 c c c 17.00

2 1 -1.4 c c 17.80

2 2 1.4 c c 16.43

2 3 c -2 c 18.52

2 4 c 4 c 16.49

206

14.74 196 199

195

185

17.22 178 181.5

241

157

202

161

1.6 6.09 177

1.4 28.09 209

5.6.1 Effect between First and Second Experimental Stage

Despite all efforts in keeping theother non-significant processing factors under con

trol, there was substantial discrepancy in Jr~0 and E0 between the two stages. Alinear

model for JR0 derived from the first stage of experiments was used to predict the result from
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the second stage of experiments. The plots of residuals for that model are shown in Figure

5.4 and aconstant shift was observed. Though not as obvious as the case for Jr^, the plots

of residuals for E0 (Figure 5.5) also displayed similar shift, but in the opposite direction. Li

addition, residuals from the two stages of experiment had similar curvilinear relationships

with the predicted E0, further illustrating the inadequacy of the linearmodel.
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There were only a few possible sources of variations in the processing that could

have contributed to this blockingeffect. The most likely ones were agingof the resistand/or

the developer because of the uniformityof the shift in the observed R0's. On the otherhand,

since all but two of the runs in the second stage had the samebake temperature, drift in the

oven temperature could also be responsible for this discrepancy. After further investiga

tion, it was discovered that a new bottle of resist was used in the second stage of experi

ments. Therefore, the most likely reason was that either the resist in the first stage of

experiments aged or the new resist had a slightly different formulation. Nonetheless, the

overall experimental design was such, thatdespite the blocking effect, significant quadratic

models of the process can be derived without serious confounding with the blocking effect.

These derivations are described next.

5.7 Quadratic Models for tJR~0 and £0

Based on the curvature check andthe analysis of residual of the simple linearmod

els, it was concluded that quadratic models were required to describe Jr~0 and E0 accurately.

Moreover, an extra linear term was added to each model to account for the blocking effect.

The coefficients for the two modelswerethendetermined using leastsquares techniquewith

all the runs included. The models for JR0 and E0 are as follows:

JR~0= 15.913-0.4547-0.307r+7.086C-0.279C2-0316rr+2.5205 (EQ5.2)

E0 = 207.2-35.47+9.072-7.7r+ 13.3C- 19.25 (EQ5.3)

In the aboveequations, T, t, and C are normalized processing parameters with respect to the

levels used in the factorial experiments. B is the blockingeffect parameter which has value

of either0 or 1 corresponding to the first andthe second stage.
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5.8 Analysis of the Residuals

Before the goodness of the fit can be determined, it is necessaryto inspect the resid

uals for the possibleindications of model inadequacy. The residuals for the quadratic models

ofJR0 and E0 were calculated and are plotted in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. For jR~oy

the plots of residuals didnot showanytrend and the residuals appeared to be randomly dis

tributed. So the model for JR0 appeared to bequite good. Butthe plot of residuals versus

the predicted values forEQ still showed a slightcurvilinear trend. Moreover, the range of the

residuals, onthe order of a few percent of thepredicted £0, were also quitelarge.
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Figure 5.6. Plots ofresiduals for Jr~0 quadratic model.
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From the plots ofresiduals, we can see that the model for Jr~0 are more accurate

than the model for EQ. This difference in the accuracy of the models perhaps can be

explained by the fact that R0 is a physical parameter (dissolution rate of unexposed resist),

whereas E0 is a parameter extracted with nonlinear regression. In the parameter extraction

procedure for the dissolution rate model,the values of a and Phadno influence on the deter

mination of R0. On the other hand, thebest value for E0 depended strongly on both a and p.
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The unknown blocking effect could have also interfered with the assumption that a and p

were constants. Nonetheless, the resulting model still matched most of the runs, and only in

with a few cases was the discrepancy more than a few percent. The final test for the models

was to inspect the correlations between the two residuals. Figure 5.8 shows no evidence of

such correlations.
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5.9 Analysis of Variance

Since the two models did not show inadequacy, their goodness of fit can be deter

mined by the analysis of variance. In Tables 5.6 and 5.7, the sums of squares for the

observed, estimated and residuals of Jr~0 and E0 are shown. The sums of squares for the

residuals are further broken down into alack offit part and apure error part. The ratio ofthe

lack of fit to pure error indicated whether the sum ofsquares fortheresiduals are caused by

the lack of fit orpure error. In both cases, these ratios were very small suggesting there was

no reason to suspect lack of fit. Toformally determined the significance level, the F-distri-

bution was used. Ratio for^ as great or greater than 0.23 can be expected about 96% of

the time. The larger experimental errors in the E0 data push confidence level even higher

(99% of the time).

TABLE 5.6. Analysis of variance for jR~0dat&.
source sum of squares degrees of freedom mean square

model SM = 5629.4 7

lack of fit -5L =0.36 -7 ^0.0514
residual S/?=1.5 12 0.125 ratio = 0.23

* pureerror *5£ = 1.14 ^ 5 0.228

total ST = 5630.9 19

TABLE 5.7. Analysis of variance for E0 data

source sum of squares degrees of freedom mean square

model SM = 805070 6

lack of fit -SL=194 8 *24.3
residual S* = 990v 13 76.2 ratio = 0.15

pure error *S'£= 796 5 159

total ST= 806060 19
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5.10 Estimation of Confidence Interval for the Main Model

5.10.1 Variance of fitted^ and E0

Since direct calculation of the variance of the fitted parameters was very compli

cated, an average variance was computed instead using Equation (5.4)[7l:

V(S) =^IV(Jf) =?- (EQ5.4)
n. , n

i = l

Onthe assumption that the model wasadequate, an estimate of the error variance o

for Jff^were

s* = S* = " =0.125
n-p 19-7

and for E0>

/ _ S* _ 990.2 =^
n-p 19-6

Substituting the result from Equation (5.5) and (5.6) into Equation (5.4), we

found V(jR~0) = 0.046 and V(E0) = 24.1. The confidence limits for the two estimates

can beeasily calculated from thestudent r-disrribution with their respective degrees of free

dom. For example, an extra wafer (wafer#20) was included in the second batch of wafer

with post-exposure bake at 115°C for 60 sec and developer concentration of 0.27N. ITie

observed and estimated values from the quadratic models are compared inTable 5.8 along

with the 95% confidence limits.

TABLE 5.8. Comparison ofobserved and estimated Jr~q and E0 for wafer #20.

Parameter Observed Quadratic model 95% Confidence limits

JR~0 13.67 13.77 ±0.47
E0 185 194 ±10.6
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The results in Table 5.8 indicate there was good agreement between the estimated

and observed values. However, the credibility of ahypothesized pair ofvalues for (Jr^,

£0), with the joint confidence regions formed by the two limits, is questionable. In Figure

5.9 we show the contours of the sum of squares surface calculated from the ratios of esti

mated to experimental dissolution rate values for wafer #20. The values of the surface were

indicators to the goodness of fit of the rate model, and the smaller the value, the better is the

fit. The point with coordinates [13.77,194] lies well within the region with the imnimum

value. However, consider another pointwith coordinates [13.45,1881; although it is within

the individual limits of joint confidence region, it has a larger sum of squares ratio. As a

result, any estimated values should be checked by referring to the contours of sum of

squares.
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Figure 5.9. Contours of ratio of sum of squares surface, wafer#20 with post-exposure

bake at 115°C for 60 sec and development in 0.27N MF-312developer.
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5.11 Comparison of Simulated and Experimental Resist Profiles

In this section, the validity of the extended model is verified by demonstrating the

good agreement between the simulated and the experimental resist profiles over a wide

range of processing conditions. In the following examples, 0.5 pm line/space and isolated

space resist profiles on SEM micrographs are compared to simulation. The SEM micro

graphs of resist profiles were obtained from dose-matrix experiments. These exper

iments were designed to determine thedoses which produce the correct linewidth for agiven

pattern and process. As preliminary process evaluation tests, these patterns were not prox

imity corrected. Resist profiles were inspected by SEM and the doses which produced the

satisfactory profiles were recorded.

In the simulation, the resist profiles weregenerated with the same processing condi

tions as in the experiments. First, the electron energy deposition was obtained from Monte

Carlo simulation with the resist atomic composition of SAL-601-ER7, the thickness of the

resist, and the accelerating voltage as input. Then the parameters for the dissolution rate

functions were calculated for the specific PEB temperature, PEB time, and the developer

concentration. Since the wafers for the resist profile studywere processed after the second

stage of the statistical experiments, the blocking terms in Equation (5.2) and Equation (5.3)

were set to 1 in the calculation. Finally, the rate functions were entered into SAMPLE to

simulate the resist profiles.

Simulated and experimental resist profiles are compared in two cases. The first

case had the same post-exposure bake and developer concentration as in wafer #20

described in the previous section. The second case was amoreambitious test, asprocessing

condition outsidethe parameter spaces studied wasused.
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5.11.1 Samples within the Parameter Space

For the first case of wafer#20, the resist was baked at 115°C for 60 sec after expo

sure and was developed in 0.27NMF-312 developer for 5 min. For a 0.5 pm line/space pat

tern, 3.5 pC/cm2 and 3.83 pC/cm2 produce linewidth close to the desire value. The SEM

micrographs of the resist profiles and the simulations are shown in Figure 5.10. The SEM

micrographs were taken from 70° tilt samples. The profiles from simulation match very

well to the ones from experiment in terms of linewidth and sidewall angle. However, the

simulated profiles appear to be slightly taller than the actual resist profiles even with the 70°

tilt in the samples in the SEM micrographs taken into account. Another example is shown in

Figure 5.11 where the profiles for a 0.5 pm isolated space are compared. Again, the simula-
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Figure 5.10. Comparison of simulated and experimental resist profiles for 0.5 pm line
and space pattern. Processing conditions are PEB at 115°C for 60 sec and
development in 0.27N MF-312 for 5 min. (a) 3.5 pC/cm2 simulated, (b)
experiment; (c) 3.83 pC/cm2 simulated, (d) experiment.
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tion is very similar tothe experiment except a small discrepancy inthe thickness ofthe resist

after development indicating the predicted dissolution rate at the high dose region is too

slow. This underestimation ofthe dissolution rate for the high dose regions by the rate func

tion can be attributed tothe errors in the measurements ofslow dissolution rate by the DRM.

When the rate is slow enough such that the thickness of resist removed is less than X/2n of

the measuring wavelength, the DRM cannotcalculate the thickness removed due to the lack

of information. Thus the DRM will mistakenly produce a zero dissolution rate. These

errors are inherited by the dissolution rate function and are sometimes reflected in the dis

crepancy of the top-loss between simulated and experimental resist profiles.

Simulation Experiment

Figure 5.11. Comparison of simulated and experimental resist profiles of a 0.5 pm
isolated space with 2.6 pC/cm2. Processing conditions are PEB at 115°C
for 60 sec and development in 0.27N MF-312for 5 min.

5.11.2 Samples outside the Parameter Space

The resist for the second case was baked at 115°C for 90 seconds after exposure.

Although the post-exposure bake was the same as level zero ofthe factorial experiment, the

developer used was 0.38N, which was higher than the highest level used previously. Based

on these conditions, the rate parameter functions yielded 209 J/cm3 for E0 and 850 A/sec

for R0. Once these parameters were determined, the same comparisons were made and the

resulting profiles are shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 for the 0.5 pm line/space and

isolated space patterns respectively. The agreement between simulation and experiment was
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excellent, because thisprocess hashigher contrast than the previous case, a factmat tends to

minimize the zero rate error in the rate function.

5.1 pC/cm2 Simulation 5.6 pC/cm2

Experiment
(c)

«*»«»*«*#

25KVX38.8Ki.69um

(b) (d)
Figure 5.12. Comparison of simulated and experimental resist profiles for 0.5 pm line

and space pattern. Processing conditions are PEB at 115°C for 90 sec and
development in 0.38N MF-312 for 5 min. (a) 5.1 pC/cm2 simulated, (b)
experiment; (c) 5.6pC/cm2 simulated, (d) experiment.

Simulation Experiment

Figure 5.13. Comparison of simulated and experimental resist profiles of a 0.5 pm
isolated space with 3.2 pC/cm2. Processing conditions are PEB at 115°C
for 90 sec and development in 0.38N MF-312 for 5 min.
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5.12 Process Optimization

Besides resist profile simulation, the semi-empirical dissolution model can also be used

to derive other resist characteristics such as contrast and sensitivity. These characteristics can

be related to the processing conditions with the empirical rate parameter model to help deter

mine the optimal processing conditions. Forsimplicity, assuming the resistreceivedidealexpo

sure (uniform energy deposition in the resist), the dissolution rate is then only a function of

exposure dose and the amount of thickness removed is equal to the rate times the development

time. After normalized to the initial resistthickness, the thickness retention T is given by:

r = 1 - (EQ5.7)

kD Pl

Here x is the normalized development time,

X=̂ (EQ5.8)

where fD is the development time and T0 is the resist thickness. For a 50% thickness reten

tion, we set r equal to 0.5 and solve forD0.5

En ,/„ l/p
^0.5 =-^[(2x)1/<X-l] (EQ5.9)

To calculate the contrast (7), we first have to obtain thickness retention as a function

of exposure dose. Rearranging Equation (5.9), E0 canbe expressed in term ofDq^:

kD05

E° = 1/,' "P (EQ5'10)[(2x)1/a-l]
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Substituting Equation(5.7) in (5.10) andlettingx =log10D, we obtainthe contrastcurve,

r = 1 (EQ5.11)
P{l+[(2T)1/a-l]^l}

)

Taking advantageof the fact that the contrast curve at 50% thickness retention is almost lin

earto the log of the exposure dose, yis obtained by taking the derivative of T with respect

to x on the first order term of the Taylor expansion of Equation (5.11) around x =logioDo.5

InlO a
1-

(2t)1/a
(EQ5.12)

Equation (5.12) shows that the resist contrast depends strongly on a, p, and x.

However, for a >1 and x > 1, (2x)1/a «1, and the second term in Equation (5.12) can be

approximated by ln(2x)l,a. Equation (5.12) can then be simplified to

Y«ip/nl0/«(2x) (EQ5.13)

Therefore, the dependence of y on a is negligible. Since p appeared to be constant for

SAL-601-ER7, to improve thecontrast, x has to be increased attheexpense of sensitivity by

either using a longer development time ora more concentrated developer, or both. Substi

tuting Equation (5.2) and (5.3) in (5.12) and (5.9), we can determine quantitatively, the

dependence of y and D05 on the processing conditions. For example, y and D05 as a

function of PEB temperature and developer concentration for a 90 seconds PEB and 10

minute development, are plotted in Figure 5.13 and 5.14 respectively. Since higher con-
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trast can reduce proximity effects, a good process window is in the upper right-hand quad

rant of the contour plotscorresponding to using high PEBtemperatures and high developer

concentrations. In that region, the contrast of the resist is around 6 and the sensitivity is

about 2 pC/cm2. Although the trend suggests using even higher temperatures and concen-
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Figure5.14. Contours of constant contrast for SAL-6010-E7 under ideal exposure for
90 sec post-exposure bake with different temperatures and 10 min
development with various developer concentration. Contrast increases
with higherdeveloperconcentration andto a much lesser degree, the PEB
temperature.
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nations, there are physical limits on both processing parameters. Too high a PEB tempera

ture would degrade the contrast as the novolak resin in the resist will become unstable above

125°C and will start to crosslink in the unexposed areas. Too strong a developer will

decrease the sensitivity of the resist and in the extreme case, make the resist swell after

development. As for PEB time and developmenttime, their effects arenot as significant as
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exposure for 90 sec post-exposure bake with different temperatures and
10 min development with various developer concentration. Developer
concentration and PEB temperature haveopposite effects on sensitivity.
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the other factors. In general, a PEB of about 90seconds should be sufficient and a long

development time is also desirable as it will improve the contrast.

5.13 Summary

A methodology based on empirical extensions to the mechanism-based dissolution

rate function of absorbed energy was developed to extend therange of profile modeling for

advanced electron-beam resists. By combining mechanism-based dissolution rate model

with empirical-fitted parameter functions of processing conditions, the effects of the post

exposure bake and the developer concentration can be included for chemically-amplified

resists. The combined model consists of adissolution rate function of absorbed energy and

simple functions relating the parameters in the rate function to the processing conditions.

Thus, once these rate-model parameter functions are determined, a rate equation can be

obtained for any processing conditions. These simple rate-model parameter functions are

obtained from statistically design experiment and response surface analysis. With a central

composite design experiment of dissolution rate measurements, thenumber of runs required

is minimized.

This technique of using empirically fitted parameter functions to enhance the mech

anism-based rate model was applied to Shipley SAL-601-ER7 negative resist. An experi

mentusing acentral composite design was performed with the PEB temperature, PEB time,

and developer concentration as the factors. Of the four parameters in therate function, only

E0 and R0 are found to beaffected by the processing factors, p and a appeared to be inde

pendent of processing conditions and they have values of 1.5 and 31 respectively. For E0,

onlythemajor effects were significant. On the other hand, a square root transformation was

needed to reduce the number of significant effects in R0. In addition to the maineffects,the
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interaction of PEB temperature and PEB time was also significant. Based on the curvature

of the response surfaces and the analysis of residuals, it was found that quadratic functions

areneeded to describe E0and R0accurately. In the function for Eotthe squareterm was the

PEB temperature, andin the function forR0, the square term was in the developerconcentra

tion. Finally, a blocking term was added to each function to account for the discrepancy

observed between the first and second stagesof the experiments.

The extended model for SAL-601-ER7 agreed very well with experiment. First, E0

and R0 predicted by the two parameter functions were found to be within the 95% confi

dence limit of the experiment. Resist profile simulations using these parameters look

almost identical to the SEM micrographs of the experimental resist profiles. Moreover,

important performance indicators such as contrast and sensitivity can also be derived from

the combined model, which can be used to optimize the processing of the resist. A post

exposure bake of 118±4°Cfor 90 seconds and development in 0.34±0.03Ndeveloper, from

3 to 10 minutes result in a contrast around 6 and sensitivity* around 2.5 pC/cm2 for the

SAL-601-ER7 resist.

However, the use of the empirical extension to the mechanism-based resist model

does not directly explore the mechanisms involved in the post-exposure bake and the devel

opment process. Therefore, it cannot help in the understanding of the chemicaland physi

cal processes which govern the resist*s behavior. For example, in the optically exposed

SNR-248 chemically-amplified resist, the diffusion of the acid catalysts affects resist pro

files significantly. Since the chemistry of SAL-601-ER7is very similar to thatresist, it is not

clear that if the diffusion of the acid can be ignored in the modeling of the e-beam resist.

*. Sensitivity extrapolated from Z)05 to 100% resist thickness retention.
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Furthermore, since the dissolution rates of these resists are governed by the acid-catalyzed

crosslinking reaction, the dissolution rate should be a function of the extentof crosslinking

reaction, rather than a function of absorbed energy density. Li next chapter, optical and

e-beam exposed chemically-amplified resists are compared to elucidate the mechanisms of

the post-exposure bake and development processes.
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Chapter 6

Mechanism and Model of the Crosslinking Reaction

in Acid-Hardening Chemically-amplified Resists

A practical model based on a linear approximation of the "cage effect" in the

crosslinking reaction of the melamine-based acid-hardening chemically-amplified resist is

presented, which is explicitly characterized in terms of the dose-dependentsaturation of the

reaction. This model is derived from measurements of the extent of reaction obtained with

Fourier-transform infrared (FTTR) spectrometry. The level of saturation is an explicit

parameter characterized through the maximum conversion of the melamine crosslinking

sites measured by FTIR for different PEB temperatures and exposure doses. Li this model,

the dose-dependent saturation of the acid-catalyzed crosslinking reaction during the post

exposure bake is assumedto be caused by a"cage effect" mechanism [1], This new model

not only provides a closed-form solution to the reaction rate equation, but it alsoenables the

systematical determination of kinetic parameters from the extent of reaction measurements

with a simple least squares technique. When this model is combined with the characteristic

dissolution rate curve as a function of the extent of reaction, it can be used to determine the

lithographic behavior of the resist during exposure, post-exposure bake, and development.

6.1 Introduction

The concept of chemical amplification was conceived to improvethe quantum effi

ciency of resist systemsusedin advanced lithographic processes suchasdeep-UV and X-ray

lithography.[2]-[31 In chemically-amplified resists, the photo-active compounds do not

directly control the resists' behaviors. Instead, upon radiation, they will release catalysts in

the resist, which areusually eitheracid or base moieties. These moieties will then catalyze

the thermodynamical reactions which governthe resists' solubilities. Thus these resist sys-
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terns can circumvent the intrinsic sensitivity limitation that quantum efficiency imposes on

conventional resist systems. Unlike the conventional resist systems,whichconsume at least

onephoton for everyproductive chemical transformation, a single catalytic moietycan now

initiate multiple chemical events. An excellent example is the family of acid-hardening

resists, including the Shipley SAL-601-ER7 and the SNR-248 resists, which uses a

melamine-based crosslinking agent. These resists have made strong impact in both optical

and electron-beam lithography [4].

Mechanistic approaches to the modelingof the family of melamine-based acid-hard

ening resists have demonstrated promise in understanding the mechanism of the crosslink

ing reaction. Detailed studies of the resists based uponthe chemical reaction kinetics and

physical mechanisms of theexposure, bake, and development steps can lead to an improved

understanding of these mechanisms and to resist models which can address important issues

that the phenomenological approach fails to address. For example, according to the EEMB

modeldiscussed in Chapter 5, thelonger thebaking time,thehigher is thecontrast for SAL-

601-ER7 resist. But does longer baking time increase theamount of acid diffusion*, lead

ing to achange in the linewidth? To answer questions like this, weneed to develop mech

anism-based models so that rigorous simulation can be used.

Most researchers have used dissolution measurement to indirectly deduce models

for the PEB and the development processing of the resist. Ziger et al. [6] have examined

data on thickness versus development time data of SNR-248 undervarious PEB anddevel

opment conditions and extracted kinetic parameters from a simplified dissolution model

using two lumped parameters: E0 and cyi. The former is themaximum dose to clear which

is asensitivity parameter, and the latter represents the combined effects ofPEB and develop-

*. Acid diffusion isbelieved tocause the disappearance ofstanding wave pattern inthe deep-UV exposed
SNR-248 resist, which isanother member of the acid-hardening resists.
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ment on the contrast of the resist. In their derivation, both parameters' temperature behav

iors were assumed to be Arrhenius type. The dependence ofEQ on the bake process and the

development time was measured and successfully correlated. An activation energy for E0

was obtained. However, the other lumped parameter, oyi, had an abrupt change inthe slope

of the Arrhenius plot. This discrepancy is believed to be due to the saturation of the

crosslinking reaction at high conversion of the melamine crosslinking sites which is not

included directly in the model.

In the study of KrFexcimer laser exposure on SAL-601-ER7, Fukuda and Okazaki

[7] proposed a kinetic model which takes into account both exposure-induced and thermal-

driven crosslinking reactions of themelamine. However, the extentof crosslinking reaction

was indirectly deduced from dissolution rate of the resist. Furthermore, the data presented

in their work used extremely long baking times. As a result, their estimation of the con

sumed crosslinker did not reflect the rate of the reaction, but rather, the equilibrium conver

sion of the reaction as a function of exposure dose.

Seligson et al.[l] looked at the curves of resist film thickness remaining versus

exposure dose under different PEB conditions for SAL-601-ER7 and observed a reciprocal

relationship between dose and bake time. They postulated a "cage effect" model in which

the crosslinking restricts the movements of the reactants as the reaction proceeded. From

the form of their reaction rate equation, they deduced a mathematical expression for an

equivalent dose, De^ which incorporated the effects of the PEB processing variables, time

and temperature. The PEB temperature and time behavior ofD^is characterized byan acti

vation energy and an experimental determined order of the acid catalyst in the crosslinking

reaction.
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While the above modeling approaches use mechanistic models to account for the

changesthat occurwithin the resistduring processing, they are not basedon direct measure

ment of the changes during the individual processing steps. Recently, Ferguson et al. [8]

used FTIR and careful curve fitting to establish a kinetic model for the optical exposure and

baking of the SNR-248 resist. The rate of the crosslinkingreaction was found to be depen

dent on the concentration of the acid catalyst to the 1.42 power. In addition, an acid-loss

reaction was introduced to explain the dose-dependent saturation of the acid-catalyzed

crosslinking reaction during the post-exposure bake.

In this chapter, we first develop a practical model which is based on a linear approx

imation of the "cage effect" for evaluating bake kinetics. Based on this model, a closed-

from solution is derived for the reaction rate equation and the kinetic parameters are

extracted with a linear least squares technique. The key to this model is theuseof equilib

rium conversions of the melamine crosslinking sites observed in FTIR measurements. This

model is then used to compare the direct exposure changes and bake kinetics of e-beam ver

sus optical exposure ontheSNR-248 resist. Comparison of thecorrelations between disso

lution rate and the extent of crosslinking reaction is also included. The experimental

procedures for the FTIR and the development rate measurements inthis study are provided

in the appendix to this chapter.

6.2 Acid-Catalyzed Crosslinking Reaction

6.2.1 Melamine-hydroxyl Crosslinking Reaction Mechanism

The reaction mechanism ofthe melamine crosslinking agent with the hydroxy group

on the resin polymer molecule have been studied by Blank [9] and the proposed mechanism

of the reaction is illustrated in Figure 6.1. Upon exposure, the acid generator produces

hydrobromic acid. The reaction after the acid generation by the photolysis (or radiolysis) of
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theinitiator can bedescribed in four steps: i)Protonation of the melamine to form acarbon-

ium ion. ii) Cleavage ofaleaving group (alcohol, water) from the melamine. iii) O-alkyla-

tion or C-alkylation ofthe binding polymer resin by acarbonium ion. iv) Regeneration of

the acid from the crosslinked resin group. Since all the reactions are reversible, the

crosslinking usually reaches an equilibrium state. However, it is believed that the alcohol

generated by the rate determining step evaporates during thePEB which drives thereaction

to completion.

. • H
NCH2OR +H+ ^ZT NCH2OR (Fast)

NCH2OR -«—^ ROH +NCH2+ (Slow)

TJ

ArOH +NCH2+ 7""^ NCH2OAr (Fast)
+

NCH2OAr ^~~»" NCHjOAr +H* (Fast)

Figure6.1. The sequential reaction of the resin polymer with HMMM during the
post-exposure bake.

Since the rate determining stepis the cleavage of the leaving group (ROH), the glo

bal rate of the crosslinking reaction can be modeled by:

-^ =VCcw (EQ6-D
where Q5 is the normalized concentration of the crosslinked melamine sites, [NCH2OAr];

ki is the global rate constant; Ca is the normalized concentration of the acid, [H*]; m is an

unknown order of the reaction for the acid, and Cm is the normalized concentration of the

melaminesites, [NCH2OR], whichhavenot yet reacted. Cm is related to the C^ by
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CUS = l~CAS CEQ6'2)

Substituting Equation (6.2) to Equation (6.1), the rate of the crosslinking reaction can be

solved in terms of the acid concentration and the global reaction rate constant.

However, the above equations describe only an idealized catalytic reaction sequence

which may not be validin a solidstate polymer thin film. Direct measurements of the extent

of crosslinking reaction by Ferguson et al. [8] and Tarn et al. [10] have shown that the

crosslinking reaction saturates atdifferent values for different exposure doses andPEBtem

peratures. This is a clear evidence thatthe reaction is non-ideal because the acid produced

which, to first order is proportional to the dose, should only affect the rate of reaction and

not the equilibrium conversion. Therefore, a mechanism for the saturation of the crosslink

ing reaction is needed to fully explain the acid-catalyzed melamine-hydroxyl crosslinking

reaction. Several mechanisms havebeen proposed and will now be discussed.

6.2.2 "Cage Effect" Model by Seligson etal.

Seligson et al. hypothesized that the formation of the crosslinked network might

hinder the rate of the reaction. A schematic diagram of the HMMM crosslinked network

with the phenolic resin is shown in Figure 6.2. In their hypothesis, the global rate constant

of the rate determining step decreases as the crosslinking reaction progresses due to the

restricted segmental diffusion ofthe resin chains. In addition, they decoupled the tempera

ture dependence and concentration dependence in the description ofthe global rate constant.

Based on the work ofMejier [11] on the melamine-hydroxyl crosslinking reaction, they pro

posed:

*1 W, CAS) =k\ (CAS) •e-E-/kT <EQ 6.3)
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where the temperature dependence of k\ is of Arrhenius type. When Equations (6.2) and

(6.3) are substituted intoEquation (6.1), the rate of reaction becomes

dCAS

dt = *\(Cas) ekT-Dm.(l-CAS) (EQ6.4)

Here, the concentration of acid is replaced with D, the exposure dose, which is a constant

throughout the crosslinking reaction. Unfortunately, Equation (6.4) was not solved directly

due to the lack of information on k\. Instead, an integral form of the solution was obtained

which can relate the CA$ to anew variable through a function g[]:

as = 8 W ' e -t ] (EQ6.5)

Phenolic Resin

Activated Crosslinking Site

N-(/ N R

Unconnected Site

HMMM

Figure 6.2. Two types of ether linkagescould exit on the HMMM compound after the
crosslinking reaction: the C-O-C-N structure on the site which hasn't
reacted yet, and the C-O-C-Ar structure on the reacted site.
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They further argued that the essential result is that any observable quantity of the resist

which depends on C45 is itself a function of the argument in g[]. Based on that assumption,

they were able to evaluate effects of processing conditions on linewidth through g[], in

which the argument isdesignated as the effective dose, D^

DefS=DfK/mkT -tX/m (EQ6.6)

This Dgffmodel predicts that there exists areciprocity between theprocess parame

ters and the extent of crosslinking. This interrelationship was confirmed and characterized

by examining resist film thickness remaining versus exposure dose curves under various

post-exposure bakingconditions with PEB temperatures ranging from 88 to 140°C andPEB

time ranging from 30 to 240 seconds. The activation energy of0^for SAL-601-ER7 was

found to be 0.41 eV under deep-UV exposure and the order of the acid catalyst, m, was

found to be 3. However, this model does not predict a saturation of the crosslinking reac

tion. For example, an arbitrarily large value ofD^can be produced for any initial dose D

provided asufficiently long bake is applied. Evidence of the saturation of the crosslinking

reaction under normal processing conditions has been seen with both e-beam and optical

exposures (in the next section).

6.2.3 Acid Loss Mechanism by Ferguson etal.

Ferguson et al. used FTIR to directly measure the extent of crosslinking reaction

during the post-exposure bake in deep-UV exposed SNR-248 resist. Figure 6.3 shows the

extent of the crosslinking reaction* as a function of PEB time for PEB temperatures of

130°C, 140°C, and 150°C. For different exposure doses, the extent of reaction saturates at

t. The extent ofreaction is represented as A-peak-to-peak absorbance between the peak at 990 cm*1 and
1070 cm* ,corresponding to the resonant frequency in the ether bond ofreacted melamine (product)
andthe unreacted melamine (reactant).
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Figure 6.3. Normalized D-absorbance of deep-UV exposed SNR-248 as a function of
PEB time at: (a) 120°C, (b) 130°C, and (c) 140°C.
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different values for different baking temperature after about a 120 second bake. To model

the quenching of the crosslinking reaction, Ferguson hypothesized that the reaction is

stopped due to the consumption of the acid through a first-order side reaction given by:

wherek2isthe rate constant for the acid lossreaction. Since this reaction is independent of

Equation (6.1), the acid concentration can be solved in terms of k^ t, and C^* the initial acid

concentration (orD, the exposure dose),

Ca = Cao'e~ht 0EQ6-8)

Whentheexpression of theacid concentration is substituted in Equation (6.1), therate of the

crosslinkingreaction is then given by,

^r=Va-C„s)-C-e- '̂ CEQ6.9)
Equation (6.9) can be solved analytically to provide aclosed-form solution ofC^ as afunc

tion of baking time and temperature.

Before we examine the solution ofEquation (6.9), we can rearrange it to provide a

different perspective on the reaction rate ofcrosslinking,

^ =<*,«-*) •(1 -CAS) •C (EQ 6.10)
When the rate coefficient kx is combined with the exponential function, it in essence, repre

sents an exponential decrease in the global rate constant with respect to PEB time. In Equa

tion (6.10), the acid concentration-is the initial acid concentration which is nowa constant.

As aresult, this equation can be interpreted as acrude model ofthe "cage effect" in which
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the quenching of the reaction is due to a reduction in the global rate constant as the

crosslinking reaction proceeds. That isthe disappearance ofthe acid catalyst isequivalent to

a very specific type of "cage-effect".

Returning to the analysis by Ferguson, Equation (6.9) was solved analytically, and

Cas is given by:

cas = 1-exp -C
m

ao

2>[mk
(1-e""1^)"] (EQ6.11)

A nonlinear regression technique was then used to extract thekinetic parameters k\% k^ and

m from the data plotted in Figure 6.3. The temperature behavior of the two rate coefficients

werefound to follow an Arrhenius behavior. Therefore, the rate coefficients wereexpressed

as a pre-exponential term and an activation energy. The model fit shown in Figure 6.3 was

obtained with the rate coefficients listedin Table 6.1. To fit the spread in the levels of satu

ration with doses, a non-integer power with a value of 1.42 has to be used for m.

Table 6.1: Rate Coefficients of the Ferguson Model

*1 *2

Pre-exponential factor, sec"1 6.56x10" 4600

Activation Energy, eV 0.88 0.43

Reexamining the model of Ferguson from the "cage-effect" point of view leads to

further insight. The equilibrium conversion of melamine crosslinking sites alone can pro

vide information on the order of acid in the rate equation. In Equation (6.11), as t —» °°, the

equilibrium conversion of C^, designated as x,,, is given by:

Xe = 1-exp
. ao l«*J.

(EQ6.12)
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This equation can be rearranged to give,

m-lnCao + K^)=/w(-/"(1-XJ) (EQ6.13)

If the initial acid concentration is directly proportional to the exposure dose, then the order

of acid concentration can bedetermined graphically from alog-log plotof -M(l - Xe) versus

exposure dose. These dataare plotted in Figure 6.4 anda power law fits the dataextremely

well. The average of the extracted m values is 1.41, which is within 1% of the values

obtained by Ferguson et al. In summary, using the saturated values of the extent of the

reaction is a very effective means of determining m. However, k\ and k^ of the kinetic

model of Ferguson still need to be determined with general nonlinear curve fitting of the

FTIR data.

j^

0.1

• 130°C

— 140°C

— 150°C

035715 *xf(1.31!8) &= <j>.9&9j?3
.1)3881 *xH(1.43«|5) Fj= 01.9^929!

j- r IyHol^ow *xf(1.4673) i=(bfobi

1 10 100
Dose in uC/cm

Figure 6.4. Log-log plots of -ln{\ - &)versus exposure dose with data points at the
end of the two minute PEB bake in Figure 6.3. The data fall on straight
lines and the power law fits the data extremely well.
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6.3 Novel Model of the "Cage Effect"

Based on the success ofthe new interpretation ofthe kinetic model of Ferguson, it is

hypothesized that during the post-exposure bake, the global rate constant is amore general

decreasing function of the extent of crosslinking due tothe "cage effect". Furthermore, the

"cage effect" is decoupled from the rate coefficient by the introduction of a"cage effect"

factor. Then the only constraints on this factor are that it should beunity when noactivated

site exists and approaching zero when the crosslinking reaction saturates. Accordingly, the

reaction rate of crosslinking can be expressed as:

oCac

"ST =kl'HCA*ti ' V-CAS) 'C (EQ6.14)

where /is the"cage effect" factor and it is a function of C^ and Xe- Here atQ5 =0,/= 1,

andatQs=Xe»/=0.

This model is similar to the formulation of Seligson in Equation (6.4). However, we

now go beyond the work of Seligson by finding a solution to this equation. Sincetwo values

of/are known, it is natural to start withthe simple assumption of alinear variation given by:

/=l--r^ (EQ6.15)

Here xe is the equilibrium conversion of melamine crosslinking sites which is a function of

only the PBE temperature and the exposure dose. Thus, for a given post-exposure bake, the

reaction rate of crosslinking becomes:
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This differential equation can be solved analytically and the solution is an expression for the

normalized concentration of reacted melamine crosslinking sites:

exp

CAS ~
m •*rC' -l

exp :(?K: X,

(EQ6.17)

The above solution assumes thatthere is no reacted crosslinking sites before the post-expo

sure bake. Equation (6.17) indicates that as f-» <» , CAS -»% . An advantage of this

equation over Equation (6.9) is that for a particular resist processing condition with a speci

fied dose and PEB temperature, there is onlyone fitting parameter to determine the extentof

reaction versus PEB timedata. This parameter is thecombination of the multiplication fac

tors for t in the exponential terms and is given by:

AT = -
l~XA

•e J
•vc

(EQ6.18)

Moreover, the convergence of AT with nonlinear least-squares fitting of Equation (6.17) is

rapid and stable. Once the !Cs are determined, kxC%0 for different PEB temperatures and

exposure doses can be obtained since the Xe's are already known from the FTIR measure

ments. For the data shown in Figure 6.3, there are three values for kxCm0 corresponding to

thethree exposure doses used ineach PEB temperature. Thus, with twounknowns and three

equations, the rate coefficient kx and mcan be determined for each PEB temperature.

Determination of AT is straight forward and for each curve in Figure 6.3, a value

f0TkiCao is obtained. Atagiven PEB temperature, kxC%0 is afunction ofexposure dose
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only; therefore, k\ and mcan be determined graphically from the log-log plots ofkxC^0 ver

sus exposure dose. These plotsare shown in Figure 6.5 along with the parameters fitted to a

power law in C^. The average value of m is 1.43 which is within 2% of the value deter

mined by Ferguson et al. However, the range of m is about 0.3 andit is not clear if the trend

of increasing m with PEB temperature is significant. The temperature behavior of the rate

coefficient fcj follows Arrhenius behavior and the log k\ versus 1/T plots are shown in Fig

ure 6.6. From the slope of the fitted line, the activation energyEa is found to be 0.334 eV

and the pre-exponential constant (based on exposure dose) is 19.67 sec"1.

To develop a complete model, the temperature and acid concentration effects on Xe

alsoneed to be characterized. Since %& is the equilibrium conversion of melamine crosslink

ing sites, it is also expected to follow the Arrhenius behavior. Furthermore, it is postulated

U
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Figure6.5. Log-log plots of kxCao versus exposure dose for the deep-UV exposed
SNR-248 resists. The power law least-squares fits provide the values for
m and k\s for different PEB temperatures.
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Figure 6.6. Arrhenius plot of k\ versus 1/T.

that Xe should depend on Cnao. Thus, xe is assumed to be:

Xe = K'2-e
-Ea,/kT „n

'ao

2.50 10*

(EQ6.19)

where K'2 is the pre-exponential factor, and E^ is the activation energy for Xe- ^ the

assumptions are correct, then thelog-log plots of xe versus exposure dose should be straight

lines and ncan be determined from the plots graphically. In addition, the Arrhenius plots of

the intercept should give K 2and E^. The log-log plot of Xe versus exposure dose isshown

in Figure 6.7 and the Arrhenius plot is shown inFigure 6.8. From the log-log plot, theaver

age value ofnis 1.13. From the Arrhenius plot, K\ is found tobe 1.39 and E^ is0.117 eV.

Now that Xe is shown to be a function of the PEB temperature and the initial acid

concentration, the extent of crosslinking can be fully expressed in terms of the exposure

dose and the PEB condition as follows:
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exp
-E^/kT

[-Ue-^C"1)'1^1 C"11 -1

Cas -
expHk^^-1}'^'-E^/kTjynt

(EQ6.20)

A 2e ^ao

Here 7" is thePEB temperature in °K, t is the PEB time insecond, and C^ is theinitial acid

concentration which can be calculated from the ABC parameters in Refs[8]. The various

plots shown previously canbe used to estimate theparameters graphically. Fora composite

model for all temperatures, the best fitted parameters can be determined formally with the

linear least squares technique. For example, the In of k^C^ can be linearized in terms of

In Coo and 1/Tto produce the following equation,

In (^O =lnk\ +(^) •I+m •InC (EQ6.21)

Similarly, In ofXe can also be linearized with the above method and its parameters can then

be determined with the least squares technique. The best fit parameters for these procedures

are summarized in Table 6.2. Notice the pre-exponential factors and the activation energies

for the composite model differ substantially from the values obtained with the graphical

technique for individual PEB temperature.

Table 6.2: Parameters in the "Cage Effect" Model of the Crosslinking Reaction

Crosslinking Reaction Equilibrium Conversion

Order in C,
ao m = 1.423 n= 1.134

Pre-exponential Factor k\ =4.317 xlO9 sec-1 K\ = 1.725x10s

Activation Energy £„, = 0.694 eV £^2 = 0.370 eV
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Figure 6.9. Comparison of experimental and theoretical calculations of C45, which are
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the parameters in Table 6.2. The model fits the experimental data
extremely well and is comparable to the Ferguson model in Figure 6.3.
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To test the validity of this "cage effect" model, it is compared with the experimental

data of Ferguson et al. presented earlier in Figure 6.3. The extent of crosslinking reaction

predicted by this new model and the experimental data are plotted in Figure 6.9 and they

show very good agreement. The goodness of fit of the new model is comparable to the acid-

loss model as demonstrated by the plots of residues for the two models in Figure 6.10. The

plots from both models are randomly distributed. The range of the residues in the acid-

loss model is only slightly smaller than that of the "cage effect" model.
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Table 6.3 compares the parameters between the models based on the acid-loss and

the "cage effect" mechanisms. The acid-loss model has one less parameter due to the

assumption of a first order reaction in the acid-loss reaction rate equation. If the order of

acid in thereaction is anot an integer intheacid-loss model, the solution of thereaction rate

equation will be much more complicated. The data fit for both models give the order of

acid inthe crosslinking reaction as 1.42. However, the activation energies for the crosslink

ing reaction are different slightly. The "cage effect" model found E^ to be 0.17 eV less

than that of the acid-loss model. On the other hand, theactivation energy of the acid-loss

reaction is 0.06 eV less than theactivation energy in theequilibrium conversion. These dif

ferences seems tocancel each other out inthe overall reaction rate. For example, the extent

ofcrosslinking and the reaction rate as a function ofPEB time for a6mJ/cm2 exposure dose

calculated with the two models are plotted in Figure 6.12 for three different PEB tempera

tures. There is very little differences between the reaction rate of crosslinking. However,

the extent of crosslinking reaction calculated by the "cage effect" model is slightly higher

than that of the acid-loss model. This isprobably due tothe lower activation energy in kx of

the "cage effect" model.

Table 6.3: Comparison of Kinetic Parameters between the Linear "Cage Effect'
and the Acid-Loss Models

Linear "Cage Effect" Model Acid-Loss Model

*'l 4.31 xlO9 sec*1 *'i 6.56 x 10 » sec"1

*«/ 0.69 eV Eai 0.88 eV

m 1.42 m 1.42

K\ 1.73 x 105 *a 4.60 x10s sec"1

Ea2 0.37 eV *«* 0.43 eV

n 1.13 n 1
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The"cage effect" model has several advantages over the acid-loss model. The"cage

effect"mechanism can provide amore physical and more general model for the saturation of

crosslinking reaction than theacid-loss mechanism. In the "cage effect" model, the satura

tion of crosslinking reaction can include the restricted movements of the resin side-chains,

or the acid moieties, or both. The "cage effect" factor used in the new model is derived

from a physically observable quantity xe» wm'ch is the equilibrium conversion of the

melamine crosslinking sites. However, in the acid-loss model, the rate coefficient hasto be

extracted indirectly with nonlinear regression based on the solution of the combined differ

ential rateequation.

Another advantage of the Vcage effect" model is the mathematical simplicity in the

fitting of the FTIR data. Like the acid-loss model, it has an analytic formula relating the
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extent ofcrosslinking reaction tothe exposure dose and the post-exposure bake parameters.

In addition, the convergence of the nonlinear regression in the determination of the term

kx C%0 is rapid and stable. On the other hand, although the acid-loss model can be modified

to incorporate xemthe reaction rate equation by rearranging Equation (6.12) and substitut

ingXe for m*2 in Equation (6.11) togive

CAs= i-O-X.) OP
• *iC<1 - exp
U»a-xJj

(EQ6.22)

the nonlinear regression convergence in the determination ofthe term k1Cf^0 is less certain.

In the "cage effect" model, once k^C^ and Xe *** obtained, the order ofacid in the reac

tion, and the kinetic and equilibrium constants can then be determined with a very simple

linear least squares technique.

Once the parameters are determined, the "cage effect" model can be used to calcu

late the extent of crosslinking reaction for any PEB condition. These values can then be

used to explore further the nature of the "cage effect" in the SAMPLE-ARKprogram. For

example, if the saturation of the extent of crosslinking is due to restricted acid diffusion,

then the "cage effect" factor can be applied to the diffusion constant of the acid in SAM-

PLE-ARK. If the "cage effect" is due to alcohol remaining in the immediate vicinity, this

mechanism can also be modeled in SAMPLE-ARK. For the purpose of comparing the

crosslinking reactions between deep-UV and e-beam exposed SNR-248 resists throughout

this thesis, the closed-form solution of the "cage effect" model will be used due to its sim

plicity in the parameter extraction.
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6.4 Comparison of Deep-UV and e-Beam Exposed SNR-248

The FTIR difference spectra before and after exposure (A-absorbance) was used to

compare exposure type effects. Details of this procedure and corrections for solvent bake-

out effect are discussed in the appendix to thischapter. Directcomparison of the acidgener

ation efficiency betweenopticaland e-beamexposures with FITR was not possible because

no clear IR signals could be found for the chemical structures involved in the radiolysis of

the acid generators. Nonetheless, thereweredissimilarities in the before/after exposure dif

ference spectra produced by e-beam and deep-UV exposures. Examples of the difference

spectraare plotted in Figure6.12for optical ande-beam exposures. An absorption peak at

990 cm"1 was observed after e-beam exposure. Since the raw A-absorbance at 990 cm"1

could represent the extent of reaction by the HMMM crosslinking agent, this observation

suggested that the high energy electrons may have activated some of the HMMM com

pounds during exposure. The size ofthe peak increases as the exposure increases and for a

dose of4 uC/cm2, itreaches about 26% of the maximum measured value. As aresult, these

0.005

-0.002

-0.005 oa I .

e-Beam Exposure

Deep-UV Exposure

i i i I i i j—i. . . I . JL-L . I .
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Figure 6.12. FTIR difference spectra of XP-8843 before/after exposure produced by
deep-UV and e-beamexposures.
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responses intheFITR spectra are considered inthemodel to becaused bytheinitial- reacted

melamine crosslinking sites. TTiese data are plotted inFigure 6.13 within the range of typi

cal lithographic doses. Since the FTTR measured values before the PEB saturated beyond a

dose of4uC/cm2, exposure-induced changes were fit with asimple exponential response,

CASo =0.25(l-exp(^)) (EQ6.23)

Inthe case of deep-UV exposure, a similar sizeof peak cannot be obtained unless hundreds

ofmJ/cm2 ofexposure dose are applied.
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Figure 6.13. The normalized initial activated melamine crosslinking sites versus

exposure dose up to 4 uC/cm2. The data are fitted with an exponential
function.

6.4.1 Post-Exposure Bake Effects

Although there are some differences in the post-exposure FTTR measurements

between e-beam and opticalexposed resists, the kinetics of their crosslinking reactions dur

ing the PEB arequite similar. Figure 6.14 shows the normalized A-absorbanceas a function

of time for baking temperatures of 120,130, and 140°Cafter e-beam exposures of 0.5,1.0,
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and 1.5 uC/cm2. Similar to the deep-UV data, the FTIR data obtained for e-beam exposure

also exhibit saturation of the crosslinking reactions. However, the range of the PEB tem

peratures used were different from that of the deep-UV data. In addition, there appears to

be more random fluctuations in the e-beam data. Forexample, one of the data point (r=120

sec, D=1.5 u.C/cm2) in the 130°C PEB data set was considered erroneous and had to be

eliminated because its value was equalto the maximum value obtainedin the experiment.

To compare the kinetics and the equilibrium of the crosslinking reaction under the

two type of exposures, the kinetic parameters for the reaction rate have to be determined.

However, unlike the deep-UV exposed SNR-248 resists, the e-beam exposed resists have

some initial values of CAS before the PEB; therefore, Equation (6.16) has to be solved with

an initial condition such that at t = 0, CAS = CASo. The solution of Equation (6.16) then

becomes:

exp

cas ~

'He

:&h ao

exp
•HC

VC-'
1-Cas.

(EQ6.24)

X.-CASo

This equation is very similar to Equation (6.17) and it also has the same fitting parameter

*iCao t0 determine the extent ofreaction versus PEB time data. The extracted klC^0 are

plotted as a function of exposure dose in Figure 6.15. Both the 130 and 140°C data show

good linearity in the log-log plot. However, the 120°C data shows some curvature and the

slope (m) of the power law fit is much larger than the ones from the other two temperatures.

Unlike the data from deep-UV exposed resists in Figure 6.6, the m values do not show a

clear trend with PEB temperature. This large range ofobserved mvalues is probably due

to random errors in the FTIR measurements. Nonetheless, the average value of m is 1.37
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with a standard deviation of 0.36. As a result, it can be concluded that the order of acid cat

alyst in the melamine crosslinking reaction does not differ significantly between deep-UV

and e-beam exposures.

The temperature and exposure dose effects on the equilibrium conversion of the

melamine crosslinking sites under e-beam exposure are also assumed to follow Equation

(6.19). This hypothesis is tested by checking the linearity of Xe versus exposure dose in a

log-log plot. These plots are shown in Figure 6.16. Some curvature in theXc versus expo

sure dose data is observed. The data from all three temperatures seem to change slopes as

the exposure dose changes from 1to 2uC/cm2. One possible explanation for this curvature

in Xe is mat the acid generation may not be proportional to exposure dose in the range of

doses used in the experiment. Unfortunately, 0.5 uC/cm2 is the lowest dose that could be

generated on the AEBLE-150; therefore, data below 0.5 u,C/cm2 couldnot be obtained. To

simplify themodeling of Xe» a power law is used to fit the data for each temperature and the

results are included in Figure 6.16.

Contrary to the similarity of the m's in the crosslinking reactions of optical and e-

beam exposed resists, the orders of the acid catalyst in the equilibrium conversions are sig

nificantly different. In deep-UV exposed SNR-248, the average of n is 1.13, whereas in e-

beam exposed SNR-248, the average of n is 0.48. The smaller n in the e-beam exposed

resist implies that the increase in xe with respect to the initial acid concentration is lower

than that for deep-UV exposed resists. In otherwords,n can be consideredas the factor that

determines the spacing between the saturation levels in the extent of reaction versus PEB

time data shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.14. For example, in Figure 6.3, when the doses are

doubled, xe's are roughly doubled. On the other hand, in Figure 6.14, Xe's only increases

by a factor of approximately Jl when the exposure dose is doubled. This discrepancy
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could be due to the initial crosslinking induced by the e-beam exposure which may have

reduced the effectiveness of the acid catalyst.

The temperature behaviors of k\ and K2 are assumed to follow Arrhenius type

behavior and the Arrhenius plots for the two parameters are shown in Figure 617. Both

curves show good linearity. The activation energies for kx is 0.866 eV and for K2 is 0.271

eV as determined from the slopes of the semi-log plots of the kinetic and the equilibrium

coefficients versus 1/T curves. This activation energy is similar to the ones reported for

SNR-284 resists with X-ray exposure by Seligson et al. [1] and Deep-UV exposure by Fer

guson et al. using the acid-loss model [8]. However, it is slighdy higherthan one obtained

with the new "cageeffect" model. Thus, according to the"cageeffect" model, the crosslink

ing reaction in deep-UV exposed SNR-248 resists has a lower energy barrier. The higher

energy barrier in the crosslinking reaction of e-beam exposed resists is probably due to the

1 r

c^

o 0.1

0.01
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Figure 6.17. Arrhenius plots of k\ and Ki for e-beam exposed SNR-248 resist.

1
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"cage effect" from the partial formation of the crosslinking network before the post-expo

sure bake. This result is consistent with the observation in /j, in which the initial crosslink

ing in e-beam exposed SNR-248 resist reduces theeffectiveness of theacidcatalyst.

In the case of the equilibrium conversion, E^ for e-beamexposed resists is smaller

than that for deep-UV exposed resist. Again, thisdifference can be attributed to the "cage

effect" from the initial crosslinking reaction induced by the e-beam exposures. Sincethe

equilibrium constant is usually consists of a ratio of the forward to the backward reaction,

the lowerE& implies that the"cageeffect" is affecting the backward reaction morestrongly

than the forward reactionin the rate determining step.

Table 6.4: Parameters in the "Cage Effect" Model for e-Beam Exposed SNR-248

Crosslinking Reaction Equilibrium Conversion

Order in Cqq m=1.37 n = 0.488

Pre-exponential Factor k\ =3.77 xlO9 sec"1 K"2 =2.39xl03
Activation Energy £a/ = 0.866 eV £fl2 = 0.283 eV

For a composite model for all PEB temperatures, a linear least squares technique is

used to extract the kinetic and equilibrium parameters fore-beam exposed SNR-248 resists.

The best fit parameters are summarized in Table 6.4. These parameters are then substituted

intoEquations (6.19), (6.23), and (6.24) to calculate theextent ofcrosslinking reaction. The

comparison of the modelto the experiment is shown in Figure6.18. The fitof the data is not

as good as in the case of the deep-UV exposed SNR-248 resists in Figure 6.9 due to the

noises in the e-beam data. Nonetheless, the model is more than adequate to predia the

extent of crosslinking reaction from the exposure and PEB conditions. If the dissolution

rate of the resist is a function of the extent of crosslinking reaction, then this "cage effect"

model canbe usedto predict the dissolution of theresistas well. This hypothesis is verified

in the next section.
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6.5 Dissolution Rate as a Function of Extent of Crosslinking
Reaction

The feasibility of developing a mechanism-based dissolution rate model which

includes dose-bake tradeoffs is assessed by plotting the dissolution rate versus the extent of

crosslinking reaction. Figure 6.19 shows the dissolution rate versus absorbed energy data

for SNR-248 resist under two different PEB conditions. One PEB is at 120°C for 1 minute

and the other is at 130°C for 30 seconds. Two distinct sets of dissolution rate versus

absorbed energydensitydata canbe observed. Althoughthe 130°Cbake is shorter, the resist

shows higher sensitivity and contrast than the one with the longer but lower temperature

PEB. These results show that temperature is more critical than time in the PEB as longas

the PEB is longer than 30 seconds, which is approximately the time it takes for the

crosslinking reaction to reach about 80% of the saturation level.
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Figure 6.19. Dissolution rate versus absorbed energy density of e-beam exposed
SNR-248. As the PEB conditions varies, the dissolution rate of absorbed
energy characteristics also changes.
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Figure 6.20. The dissolution rates obtained from e-beam exposed SNR-248 with two
different PEB conditions are plotted against theextentof thecrosslinking
reaction. The plot is single-valued and tends to follow comparable data
for deep-UV exposed SNR-248.

These two sets of data are then transformed to dissolution rate versus extent of

crosslinking reaction using Equations (6.19), (6.23), and (6.24) and they are plotted in Fig

ure 6.20. The fact that the dissolution rate is a single valued function with respect to the

extent of crosslinking reaction for two separate PEB temperatures supports the validity of

the "cage effect" model for different PEB conditions.

Ferguson et al. [8] showed that the dissolution rate could be related to the extent of

crosslinking reaction by

Rate = RA\-CE/C0) a

(EQ6.25)
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where ROJ C0> and a are fitting parameters and CE is the number ofcrosslinking events given

by

CE = 15dc-20dc+15dc-6dc+rf'AS 'AS AS AS^^AS (EQ6.26)

The resulting dissolution models for both the deep-UV and e-beam exposed SNR-248 resists

areplotted as solid lines in Figure 6.20. Thefitted parameters for the two models aresum

marized Tables 6.5. The dissolution characteristics are very similar for the two exposure

types. However, thedissolution of e-beam exposed SNR-248 resists is fasterthanthatof the

deep-UV exposed resists. This discrepancy is mostly likely caused by variations in the

developer concentration used inthe development rate measurements because the unexposed

dissolution rate for e-beam exposed resists was 200 A/sec faster than that of the deep-UV

exposed resists.

Table 6.5: Dissolution Rate Model Parameters

Parameter e-Beam Deep-UV

*o 550 A/sec 350 A/sec

Co 7.5 6.3

a 6.5 6.5

6.6 Summary

A complete model based on a linear approximation of the "cage effect" which

occurs during theprocessing of Shipley SNR-248 resist has been developed. This model

provides a closed-form solution relating the extent of crosslinking totheexposure and PEB

conditions. Physical parameters can easily be extracted from the FITR measurements of

extent ofcrosslinking reaction dueto themathematical simplicity of thismodel. Thebehav

iors of both optical and e-beam exposed resists have been examined using this model and are

found to be comparable with interesting differences.
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According to the "cage effect** model, the order of acid catalyst in the crosslinking

reaction of e-beam exposed SNR-248 resists is similar to that of the deep-UV exposed

resists. However, in e-beam exposed resists, some crosslinking is induced by the e-beam

during exposure. As a result, this initial crosslinking might contribute to the slightly higher

activation energy in the crosslinking reaction of e-beam exposed SNR-248 resists. The

equilibrium conversions of the melamine crosslinking sites in e-beam exposed resists are

also different from that of the deep-UV exposed resists. The power of acid concentration n

in the expression for the equilibrium conversion for e-beam exposedresists is approximately

0.49 whereas in deep-UV exposed resists, n is 1.1. There is also a difference in the activa

tion energies of the equilibrium constants which suggested the"cage effect** havea stronger

influence on the backward reaction.

Dissolution characteristics between optical and e-beam exposedSNR-248 resists are

very similar and they are both functions of extentof crosslinking reaction. However, in the

development rate data, the e-beam exposed resists have faster dissolution rates than deep-

UV exposedresists. This discrepancy is probably dueto adifference in the concentration of

developers used in the DRM experiments. Both sets of dissolution rate data can be fit with

the dissolution rate model for deep-UV exposed resists. With the"cage effect** bake model

and the dissolution rate model it is now possible to simulate the individual processing steps

(exposure, PEB, and development) of acid-hardening SNR-248 resists for e-beam lithogra

phy. This can be done rapidly withtheclosed-form solution of the"cage effect** model orit

can bedone withmore detailed attentions to thenature of theacid oralcohol diffusion using

the SAMPLE-ARK program.
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6.7 Appendix

6.7.1 Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectrometry

Using the naming convention by Ferguson et al, the ethers on the HMMM are

called unactivated crosslinking sites before they react and activated crosslinking sites after

they are attached to the resin chain. Since the ether bond on the activated crosslinking site

is adjacent to abenzene ring, thevibrational frequency of theC-0 bond is different from that

in the unactivated crosslinking site. As aresult, theextent of thecrosslinking reaction can

bedetermined directly with FTIR by monitoring thechanges in the IR bands corresponding

to the two types of C-0 bondduring the post-exposure bake.

In FTIR spectrometry, the relative changes of the chemical structures in the resist

after exposure and during the PEB are sought. In the melamine crosslinking reaction, the

extent of the crosslinking reaction is tracked by monitoring the change in peak-to-peak

absorbance of the IR spectrum at 990 to 1070 cm"1, corresponding to the vibrational fre

quencies of theether bonds ontheHMMM before and after thecrosslinking reaction respec

tively.

6.7.2 Experimental

The FTTR systemused in this studyis a transmission mode system scanning overa

range of wavelengths from 2.5 urn to 25 u.m.[12] The entire experimental system is

enclosed in a plexiglass box to limit the atmospheric variation in the measurement environ

ment. The resist sample are spin-coated on a Si wafer and placed on a computer controlled

stage 45° normal to the IR beam. The Si wafers are polished on both sides to reduce the

scattering associated with surfaceroughness.
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The SNR-248 resistused in this study was 1 urnthick anda prebakeof 100°C for 90

sec was used in both the FTIR experiment and development ratemeasurements. Transmis

sion mode FTIR spectra were taken from large area (1.6 x 1.6 cm2) exposure patterns ofthe

resist. In the e-beam exposure study, the resist was exposed on an Etec AEBLE-150 at 20

kV with beam current densities ranging from 5 to 40 A/cm2. Li the deep-UV exposure

study, the resist was exposed with a KrF (k=248nm) excimer laser. After the exposure,

FTTR measurements were made on exposed resists which received different baking condi

tions with baking temperatures from 120°C to 140°C and baking times up to 30 minutes.

Relative changes in theresist after each processing step were determined quantitatively from

difference spectrum obtained by subtracting the FTTR spectra before and after theprocessing

step.

The loss of casting solvent during the post-exposure bake must be accounted for

when using difference spectra to obtain the relative concentration values. Solvent bake-out

may produce significant peaks in an FTIR difference spectrum. The loss of solvent during

the bake for XP-8843 can be easily observed by taking a difference spectrum for an unex

posed region of the resist where nocrosslinking occurs. The locations of these peaks are at

1240 cm"1 and 1090 cm*1, which are very near to the characteristic peaks of the ether bonds

on the HMMM, and thus could confound the estimation of the extent of the crosslinking

reaction. To remove this solvent bake-out effect, the solvent loss spectra was subtracted

from the measurements taken in the exposed regions of the resist where both crosslinking

and solvent bake-out occur.
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6.7.3 Extracting Data from FTIR Spectra

Typical FTIR difference spectra after the PEB are shown in Figure 6.21. The valley

and the peak corresponding to the disappearance ofthe reactants and the generation ofthe

products in the crosslinking reaction are easily identified. Li the most rigorous approach to

determine relative concentration ofspecies in the resist, the area ofthe spectrum beneath the

peak should be integrated. However, due to the small signal-to-noise ratio and the shift in

the baseline ofthe difference spectra, a simpler approach is taken where the valley-to-peak

magnitude between 1070 cm"1 and 990 cm"1 in the difference spectrum is used to represent

the extent of the crosslinking reaction. A maximum value of 0.023 is observed on resists

after a 30 minute bake corresponding to the consumption of all available HMMM sites.

Subsequently, this number is used to normalized the extent of reaction for the rest of the

measurements.

-0.015

1600 1500 1400 1300 1200 1100 1000

Wavenumber (cm*1)

Figure 6.21. FTIR difference spectra ofe-beam exposed XP-8843 after a PEB at 130°C
for 30 seconds for exposure of 2.0 and4.0 |iC/cm2.
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Chapter 7

Effects of Interrupted Development

on Resist Profiles

LiChapters 2 and 3,interrupted development was shown toimprove both the profile

slope and linewidth control of features exposed in apositive DQN resist byretarding the dis

solution rate ofthe lightly exposed regions. This chapter describes the experiments toinves

tigate the roles of the rinsing, the drying, and the development steps in retarding the

dissolution rate ofthe resist. Different interrupted development techniques such as interrup

tion without a drying step, development with stagnant or flowing developer, and develop

ment with wetted resist are investigated. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of resist

cross-section profiles delineated with these different techniques are compared. Since the

changes in the bias of the resist profile with interrupted development is a manifestation of

the rate retardation effect, the resist profile shape alone can beused to deduce the effective

ness of the technique.

7.1 Introduction

The interruptions of the development process can be carried out several ways and

varying the rinsing and drying techniques gives insight to the mechanism as well as helps to

determine improved processing conditions. The interrupted development procedure

described in Chapter 2involves three steps: 1) interruption ofthe development with arinse,

2) drying ofthe wafer with an air gun, and 3) submersion ofthe wafer in the developer for

development (see Figure 2.6). In order to determine whether the drying step contributed to

the improvement ofthe resist profiles, anew interrupted procedure was developed in which

the drying step was skipped. However, in the course of repeating the experiment without

the drying step, two other variables were introduced. One of the changes was the use of
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spray development rather than immersion development in the atank of stagnant developer.

The other change was theexistence of apre-wetted resist surface. As aresult, in addition to

the standard interrupted development procedure, four different interrupted development

schemes were performed to study the spray and the pre-wetting factors. Li terms of bias,

sidewall angle, and resist top-loss, the resist profiles generated with these processes were all

superior tothe ones obtained with straight development. Animportant implication of these

results is that the rinsing ofthe resist isthe most important step in interrupted development.

The comparison among different processing schemes were based on SEM micro

graphs of resist line-edge profiles. Li particular, the effects of these interrupted develop

ment techniques onthehalfand subhalf micron features are presented. Before thedetails of

the resist profiles are presented, the experimental conditions are described. The effects of

the different development schemes on the resist profiles are then summarized.

7.2 Experimental

7.2.1 Exposure

The electron-beam exposure used in this study was done on the IBM EL-3 shape-

beam machine at 50keV on 0.5 urn thick resists. The exposure patterns included isolated

lines, isolated spaces, and line-and-space patterns with linewidths ranging from 0.15 ujn to

5.0 u.m with a pattern bias' of 0.1 u,m. These patterns were corrected for proximity effects

using beam size and dose modulations. The resists were spin-coated on 3 inch wafers and

were baked at 85°C for 15 minutes before exposure. Each wafer was divided into 4 quad

rants and identical sets of patterns were exposed on each quadrant. Prior to development,

the wafers were broken into 4 pieces and each piece was subjected to adifferent develop-

t. The pattern bias isdirected so that the beamwidth would be narrower than the desired final image
width. Thus, the 0.25 urn imagewouldbe written with a0.15 urnbeamwidth.
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ment treatment. In all the experiments, one of the quadrants was used as the control experi

ment where the original interrupted development(OID) techniquewas applied.

7.2.2 Interrupted Development without the Drying Step

7.2.2.1 Interrupted Spray Development

Two ways to skip the dryingstepin the interrupted developmentwere implemented.

The first methodwas an interrupted spray development (ISD), in which the developer was

continuously flowing across the surface of the wafer. When an interrupt was applied, the

flow of developer wasstopped abrupdy and arinse wasapplied withaspray gun. Figure 7.1

depicts the experimental set-up for this method. Since the time in switching between the

flow of developer and thewater rinse was keptvery short, a film ofeither water ordeveloper

wasalways on theresist surface to ensure that theresist surface wasneverexposed to air.

Developer Reservoir

Wafer piece is
held in place
under the
reservoir

Continuously
flowing
developer

Spray Development

Developer Reservoir

DI Water
SprayGun

Flow of
developer
is stopped

Spray
rinse

Interrupt with spray rinse

Figure 7.1. Experimental set-up of the interrupted spray development At the end of
the development interval, the flow of the developer is stopped and a spray
rinse is applied immediately. No drying of the wafer is involved in this
process.
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Figure 7.2 shows the resist line-edge profiles of 0.25 urn and 0.5 urn isolated lines

delineated in 0.5 um thick resists using straight, spray interrupted, and the original inter

rupted development. The resist profiles obtained with ISD showed improvement over

straight development but to alesser degree than OID. The development time for each pro

cess was chosen so that they were all stopped at the same endpoint*. In straight develop-

»7£tt4 fceKV XS9.8K B.38u«
"292? 28KV X68.6K 6.58ub

Figure 7.2. Resist line-edge profiles of 0.25 um and 0.5 u.m isolated lines on 0.5 urn
thick resist obtained with three different development techniques: (a)
straight development, (b) spray interrupted development, and (c) standard
interrupted development. Skipping the drying step works but gives more
bias.

± The endpoint is defined by reaching the same dose-wedge positions on the resists and
' clearing all the residues near the edges and comers of large bright field areas.
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ment, the resist profiles had taper sidewalls and the linewidths were the smallest among the

three types ofresist profiles. The ISD resist profiles had more vertical sidewall and less top-

loss than the straight development. Therefore, interrupted development without the drying

step can produce similar effects on the resist profiles. However, the ISD process gave more

bias (narrower resist profiles) than the OID process. This difference inbias could be due to

the skipping of the drying steps, the use of spray development, or the wetted resist surface

when the developer was applied. These factors were investigated separately with special

development techniques which are discussed in the following sections.

7.2.2.2 Original Interrupted Development without Drying (OIDVVOD)

In order to isolate the effect ofskipping the drying step, asecond interrupted devel

opment technique without the drying step was performed. The development conditions for

this technique were identical to the OID (see Figure 2.6). However, after the interruption

with arinse, the wafer was returned into the development tank for the next development

period immediately to prevent the resist surface from exposing to air. Since the wafer and

the wafer holder carried asmall amount ofwater after the rinse, alarge tank ofdeveloper

was used to minimize the dilution of the developer. This technique is called the "original

interrupted development without drying," (OIDWOD).

Comparison ofresults for the OIDWOD technique and the ISD are shown in Figure

7.3 for 0.15 um and 0.25 u\m isolated lines. Since ISD used continuously flowing developer

and it produced more bias in the resist pattern than OID, it was expected that OIDWOD

would give less bias than ISD. However, contrary to intuition, theresist linewidths in the

case of RTDWOD were slightly narrower than that of ISD. This difference in linewidth is

most obvious in the 0.15 urn isolated lines. The apparent faster dissolution of OIDWOD

over ISD was probably due to the slightly longer time delay between development and rinse
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in the OIDWOD. Another possible explanation could be that the stagnant water rinse in

OIDWOD is less effective in establishing the rate retardation.

372815 26KV X68.M 3,5&u«

mm

3-2634 20KV V.ib'.h B.58U- G72913 28KV X66.eK B.50u«

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3. Resist line-edge profiles of 0.15 um and 0.25 Jim isolated lines on 0.5 urn
thick resists obtained with the two different interrupted development
techniques that do not have the drying step: (a) spray interrupted
development, and (b) original interrupted development without the drying
step (OIDWOD). Development in stagnant developer gives more bias
than in flowing developer.

7.2.3 Interrupted Development with Drying

The interesting results obtained with the interrupted spray development suggested

that development with flowing developer could also affect the resist profiles even ifthe dry

ing step was applied. On the other hand, the wetted resist surface could also be responsible
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for the differences in the observed bias in the ISD resist profiles. To determine the signifi

cance ofthese two factors, they were added onto the original interrupted development pro-

cess and their results are described next.

7.2.3.1 Interrupted Spray Development with Drying (ISDWD)

In this experiment, the interrupted development of the resist were performed with

the set-up depicted in Figure 7.1. However, after the rinse was completed, the wafer was

dried before the next development interval began. Asecond piece of the wafer was devel

oped with the OID technique as acontrol experiment. Examples of the resist profiles from

these two processes are shown in Figure 7.4 The use of flowing developer in the develop-

(C)

(a)

(b)
(d)

86E$69 26KV X68.6K 8.58ua

Figure 7.4. Comparisons ofresist profiles obtained with OID and ISDWD. (a) 0.5 [im
line, OID, (b) 0.5 um line, ISDWD, (c) 0.5 um gap, OID, and (d) 0.5 |im
gap, ISDWD. Development in flowing developer gives more bias.
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ment stage increased the bias of the process significandy. The linewidth of the isolated line

in Figure 7.4b is narrower than the one in Figure 7.4a. In the isolated space, the gap delin

eated in Figure 6.4d is wider than the one in Figure 7.4c. These results indicate that the dis

solution of the fully exposed resist is slighdy faster in flowing developer than in stagnant

developer.

7.2.3.2 Interrupted Development with Wetted Resist (RIDWDW)

To study the effect of a wetted resist surface in the development ofthe resist, resist

line-edge profiles were obtained with DI water wetting technique. This technique was identi-

(a) (c)

873085 26KV X68.8K 0.58ue

(b) (d)

373098 28KV X6G.CK 8.58ua

Figure 7.5. Comparison of the use of wet and dry resist surfaces prior to the
development in the OID process, (a) 0.25 and (b) 0.5 urn lines with OID
in which the resist was dry before dipping into the developer, (c) 0.25 and
(d) 0.5 urn lines with RIDWDW in which the resist was wetted before
dipping into the developer. The wetted surface gives less bias than OID.
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caltothe OID except prior tothe development ofthe resist, the wafer, which was blown dry

with an air gun, was sprayed with DI water to create awetted surface again. This procedure

was applied atthe beginning ofevery development interval. Figure 7.5 shows theresist pro

files obtained with this process along with the profiles from a control experiment using the

OID technique. The wetted resist surface produced less bias than the OID process. These

results suggest that the wetted surface slows down the development of the resist which is

probably due to local dilution ofthedeveloper near the surface of theresist.

7.3 Comparison of Techniques

Table 7.1: Relative CD for the Different Development Processes.

Process Drying Developer Rinsing
Resist

Surface
Improvement Bias

OIDWDW Yes Stagnant Dip Wetted Yes 1

OID Yes Stagnant Dip Dry Yes 2

ISDWD Yes Flowing Spray Dry Yes 3

ISDWOD No Flowing Spray Wetted Yes 4

OIDWOD No Stagnant Dip Wetted Yes 5

Straight NO Stagnant none — 6

The results ofthedifferent development techniques are listed inTable 7.1 in order of

increasing bias. The most important step in improving the resist profile was the rinsing of

the resist in the interruption. Improved resist profiles were obtained even when no drying is

applied in the interruption. The resist profiles obtained without the drying step have slightly

more bias. Hence, the drying step alsocontributed to the rate retardation but to a somewhat

lesser degree. The pre-wetted resist surface can further reduce the bias of OID and this is

probably due to the local dilution ofdeveloper near the surface ofthe resist atthe beginning
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of development. The use of spray development can overcome the dilution effect as in the

case of ISDWD.

7.4 Summary

Although the mechanism of the rate retardation in interrupted development is not

fully understood yet, it is believed to be a surface phenomenon involving some chemical

reactions such astheAZ-coupling between the dissolution inhibitor and theresin.[l] These

AZ-coupling reactions on the surface further reduce the dissolution rate of the resist in the

low dose regions. However, the changes of the bias inthe various interrupted development

techniques suggest that transport phenomena during the development and rinse could also

affect this surface layer.

Since the various interrupted development techniques used in this study can change

the bias of the resist, they can be used to tailor resist profiles. For example, a0.25 um line

developed with RIDWOD is about 0.07 um smaller than the ones developed with RID

WDW. However, designing a suitable interrupted development schedule would require

many characterization experiments. Simulations of interrupted development would signifi

cantly reduce the time and effort in optimizing the development schedule. These simula

tions require quantitative characterization ofthe surface rate retardation effects including the

development rates of resists with and without interruption. The characterization experi

ments and the modeling approaches for these processes are described inChapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Time-Delay Model of Interrupted Development

Atime-delay model for the interrupted development ofan IBM DQN resist is pre

sented. This model is based on the time delays observed in the thickness versus develop

ment time measurements for resists which had received an interruption. The induction time

is shown to be an exponentially decreasing function ofabsorbed energy density ofthe resist.

Beyond the induction period, the dissolution of the resist is shown to revert to the normal

dissolution without interruption. When this time-delay model is used in conjunction with

the straight development rate equation ofabsorbed energy density in SAMPLE, it enables

the simulation of the time-evolution of resist line-edge profiles with interrupted develop

ment for any interrupt schedule.

8.1 Introduction

The key to the simulation ofinterrupted development is the model for the develop

ment ofthe resist after interruption. Li Chapter 3, the use ofdevelopment-interval-specific

rate equations based on the average dissolution rates for each development interval had only

limited success. Although the data can be used to predict the resist thickness remaining at

the end ofeach interrupt, simulated resist profiles based on these rate equations do not match

the experimental profiles. Li addition, the set of rate equations is good for only one particu

lar interrupted development schedule. As aresult, simulation based on this approach can

not be used to study the effects ofdevelopment cycle variations unless alarge number of

characterization experiments are performed.

It is widely held that the improved wall angle and contrast with alkaline treatment

and interrupted development are due to the formation ofasurface induction layer after the
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water rinse inthe low dose regions. [l]-[4] This surface induction layer protects the sur

face of the resist from development and as the interruption treatment is repeated, the side-

walls of resist profiles are protected from further development. Consequently, steep and

accurate resist patterns are obtained. Evidently, average development rates over the devel

opment cycle could not account for this surface effect. Therefore, in-situ development rate

measurements of the resist after interruption are needed to characterize this surface induc

tion layer.

Li this chapter, thedissolution characteristics of the IBM DQN resist with and with

out interruption are compared. Then a practical model is developed to correlate the induc

tion time to the absorbed energy density. This model and the development rate equation for

the straight development of the resist are then implemented in SAMPLE to simulate the

time-evolution of resist line-edge profiles. Comparison of simulated and experimental

resist profiles are then used to validate this time-delay approach.

8.2 Dissolution Characteristics after Interruption Treatment

The major effect of the interruption treatment on the dissolution of the resist is the

slowing down of the resist dissolution at the resist surface. Heretofore, it has not been

known if this rate retardation occurs only on the top surface of the resist or extends to sev

eral thousand Ainto the resist. Examples of this surface rate retardation are shown in Fig

ure 8.1 where the film thickness versus development time curves of resists without and with

an interruption treatment are compared for different exposure doses. Li the curves obtained

from straight development in Figure 8.1a, the slopes ofthe curve tend to increase with depth

into the resist indicating that there is some depth dependence of the dissolution rate of the

resist. Note that no initial delay or induction time is observed. On the other hand, in Fig

ure 8.2b for development after an interruption treatment, induction periods or delays can be
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resists developed (a) without and (b) with a standard interruption
treatment. After the interruption treatment, there is an obvious induction
period before dissolution resumed. The duration of the induction period
appeared to be a function of exposure dose.
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observed. These data are for an interruption after a60 second development. The induction

effect isespecially strong inthe low exposure regions. As the exposure dose increases, the

induction time decreases.

To further compare the development characteristics of resist with and without an

interruption treatment, the data in Figure 8.1b are shifted to show the total development time

and then compared directly to the data in Figure 8.1a by plotting them on the same time

scale in Figure 8.2. For all doses the starting points for the curves for interrupted develop

ment fall on a vertical line at 60 seconds with thicknesses nearly identical to that which

would occur for normal development treatment at 60 seconds. Thus the interruption proce

dure does not appear to remove any significant amount ofresist during the interruption.

A second important observation is that the thickness versus development time

curves for the resists are nearly parallel to each other once the induction layer isdissolved.

This suggests that once the induction layer is dissolved, the resist dissolution behavior is

identical tothe original resist before the interruption.

In addition, for the resists with interrupted development, the depths over which their

thickness versus development time curves are not parallel to the uninterrupted development

ones are only on the order of 200 A. That is the delay in development is confined to avery

thin layer at the surface. A final observation is that the lateral shift ofthe parallel curves is a

few seconds for high doses and tens of seconds for low doses. These four observations

allow the overall effect ofthe interruption to be modeled as the introduction ofasimple time

delay, tD, which decreases with increasing exposure dose.

Quantitative values for the time delay can be obtained easily from the difference in

the development times at which the resists were completely clear. Using this approach the
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data in Figure 8.3 were determined. A simple exponential function can be usedto accurately

fit the time delay data. It is given by,

tD = 37.7e-°'61£

where Eis the absorbed energy density inJ/cm3.

(EQ8.1)

The mechanism of contrast enhancement with interrupted development is now

clear. Since the induction time is the longest for unexposed resist, its dissolution rate is

reduced the most by interruptions. In fact, if the development interval is shorter than the

induction time, the development rate is effectively zero. On the otherhand, the induction

times for highly exposed resists are much shorter than the development time used in atypi

cal interrupted development cycle (e.g., 30seconds). Therefore, the interruptions have very

little effect on these resists. Since the ratio of the fastest and the slowest dissolution rate is

onemeasure of contrast for positive resists, this near-zero dissolution rate for theunexposed

resist greatly improves the contrastof the resist.
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Figure 8.3. Time delay (induction time) versus absorbed energy density for the IBM
DNQ/Novolak resist after interruption treatment. The data can be fitted
with a simple exponential function.
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Due to insufficient data from resists which were developed and interrupted more

than once, it is yet not clear if this equation for the time delay will be vahd for the subse

quent interruptions. In order to verify this model for multiple interruptions, simulation of

resist line-edge profiles with SAMPLE using this assumption will be compared to experi

mental profiles. It is anticipated that multiple interruptions will repeat this delay effect.

Since the ultimate goal is to quantitatively predict resist line-edge profiles, wenow under

take the simulations and will later use profile comparisons todetermine if the repeated use of

the single interruption is physically justified.

8.3 Input for Interrupted Development Simulation

SAMPLE is well suited for the implementation of this surface rate retardation

model because its development simulation uses a surface advancing algorithm, called the

string algorithm (see Chapter 2). The induction times on the surface after the interruption

can easily be calculated from the absorbed energy density using Equation (8.1). For every

advancement of the string, if the development time is less than the induction time, therate is

set to zero. When the development time for the interval becomes greater than the induction

time ofthe point on the string, the advancement ofthat point is again carried out according

to the distance determined by the normal dissolution rate.

To determine the true development time, SAMPLE has to keep track ofthe develop

ment time from the beginning of the development interval. Therefore, a new keyword

"eblintdev" is added which is used to specify the schedule ofthe interrupts. The format of

the new keyword is "eblintdev n rin/dev(l) ^^(2) ..." where n is number of interruption

treatments and t^^s are the development times at which the interrupts are applied. For
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example, for a 5 minute interrupted development with 60, 30, 30,..., 30 seconds develop

ment intervals, the input for the development simulation is:

eblintdev 8 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270;
devtime 0 300 10;

ebldevelop;

Thus, thetrue development time at development interval i is given by:

'(0 = *Total-h*devV-V 0EQ8*)

where tTotal is the total development time. However, before SAMPLE can be used to simu

late interrupted development, a quantitative dissolution rate model for the normal develop

ment of the IBM DQN resist has to be obtained.

8.4 Dissolution Rate in Straight Development

The dissolution rate versus absorbed energy data are shown in Figure 8.4. They

were obtained from combining the DRM measurements and the Monte Carlo simulation of

electron energy deposition. IntheDRM experiment, thedevelopment rate of a0.5Jim thick

resist exposed at 50keVwith adose matrix of5 to60 pC/cm2 in5 ^C/cm2 increments were

measured. For positive DNQ resists, the dissolution rates have a strong dependence onthe

depthinto the resists due to secondary surface rate retardation effects [5] [6]. The dissolution

rate for the IBM resist is no exception. The rate at the surface of the resist is about three

times slowerthan the bulk rate. Surprisingly, the dissolution rate also decreases near the Si

substrate. This effect has been confirmed bythe SEM's of resist line-edge profiles. Simu

lations without this substrate effect could not reproduce the curved sidewalls near the bot

tom of the resist profile. Li order to include the substrate effect, a rate equation, which is

modified from the one proposed by Kyser and Pyle [7], is used. It is given by:
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r(e,z) =/?0(i+A)ari-^p(^).^xprii^^^ (EQ8.3)

where £ is the deposited energy density in kJ/cm3, zis the depth into the resist in u\m. R0,

EQ, a, A, B, Xj, and X2 are fitting parameters. The solid lines inFigure 8.4 are calculated

using Equation (8.3) with theparameters listed inTable 8.2.

Table 8.2: Rate Equation Parameters

Parameter *0 Eo a A h B A*
Values 7.5 A/sec 228 J/cm3 2.27 0.8 0.5 um 0.3 0.05 um

8.5 Comparison of Simulation and Experiment for Straight
Development

To verify the validity ofthe model for the straight development ofthe resist, Equa

tion (8.3) is input into SAMPLE to simulate line-edge resist profiles. Figure 8.5 shows the
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Figure 8.4. Dissolution rate versus deposited energy for the IBM DNQ/Novolak resist
with straight development. Dissolution rate isalso depended on the depth
into the resist. The rate is lower both near the surface and at the substrate.
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simulated and experimental 0.25 urn features delineated in a0.5 um thick resist with straight

development. For these features, apattern bias* of0.1 um was applied. The pattems were

corrected for the proximity effect using dose adjustments so that an isolated space, line, and

line/space pattems would all come out on size. For example, the 0.25 u\m isolated space

received 2.61 times the base dose, which is 45 |iC/cm2. Li the experiment, the endpoint was

reached after 5 minutes of development.

Li order to have good agreement between simulation and experiment, it was found

necessary to reduce R0 from 7.5 A/sec to 3.5 A/sec. This result is not surprising since the

development conditions in which the SEM micrographs ofresist profiles were obtained were

very different from the development conditions in the DRM. Li the DRM experiment at

Berkeley, there was continuous circulation of the developer whereas in the resist profile

experiments made at IBM, Yorktown, the development was performed byimmersion of the

wafer in astagnant tank ofdeveloper. In Chapter 7, itwas shown that different techniques

for applying the developer can affect the bias ofthe resist. It is also known that the develop

ment rate ofunexposed resist varies from batch to batch ofdeveloper. Itishighly likely that

either the difference in the development conditions or the developer was responsible for the

faster dissolution rate obtained on the DRM.

After the adjustment is made for R0, there is very good agreement between simula

tion and experiment for the case ofthe isolated line. For the isolated line, the simulated pro

file for a5 minute development displays asimilar taper sidewall angle as in the SEM resist

profile.

t. The pattern bias is directed so that the beamwidih would be narrower than the desired final image
width. Thus, the0.25 um image would bewritten with a0.15 um beamwidth.
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Figure 8.5. Comparison of simulated and experimental resist profiles with straight
development. The development time for the experimental resist profiles
was 5 minutes. In the simulation, the profiles from 0 to 6 minute of
development in steps of 30 second are plotted. The profiles of 5 minute
development is plotted using thicker line. Over-development significantly
changes the resist profile of the isolated line.
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However, inorder tohave the simulated isolated space profile agree with the exper

iment, theproximity effect correction factor* has to belowered from 2.61 to 2.00. Since the

actual dose with the original correction factor used was inexcess of 100 \iC/cm2, which was

outside the range of exposure doses used in the characterization experiment, it is highly

likely that Equation (8.3) overestimated the dissolution rate of resist in the isolated space..

The dissolution rate calculated by Equation (8.3) for resist exposed with 90 uC/cm2 (2

times the base dose) isprobably the maximum dissolution rate that could be obtained physi

cally. With this adjustment, key features inthe resist profiles such as pattern width and the

small feet at bottom of the gap can bereproduced in the simulation. The simulations also

demonstrated the effect of over development. The simulated resist profiles at development

times of 5 minutes 30 seconds and 6 minutes showed significant additional dissolution

resulting in asmaller isolated line and awider isolated space.

8.6 Comparison of Simulation and Experiment for Interrupted
Development

The above uninterrupted development model and the time-delay model for the sur

face induction layer were implemented in SAMPLE to simulate the time-evolution of resist

line-edge profiles with interrupted development. Simulated profiles are compared with

SEM tovalidate this approach. Written pattems identical to the straight development cases

were used. The SAMPLE input files for interrupted development were also identical to the

ones in the straight development cases except for theeblintdev statement.

Figure 8.6 shows the simulated and experimental 0.25 um features delineated in a

0.5 um thick resist with interrupted development. The interrupted development schedule in

$. Factor of dose increase from the base dose for proximity effect correction.
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Figure 8.6. Comparison of experimental and simulated resist profiles for the
interrupted development of the IBM DNQ/Novolak resist The
interrupted schedule is 60,30,30,...,30 for 6 minute. The shape of the
profiles match very closely but the simulated profiles have more bias.
This discrepancy indicates that the rate equation over estimated the
dissolution rate of the resist.
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this case was 60,30,30,...,30 seconds with a total development time of 6 minutes. The

SEM's for resists with interrupted development show near vertical walls and less top loss.

The last simulation profile which is for 6 minutes of total development time shows these

profile improvements and matches the SEM's very well. In this case, however, slighdy

more bias occurs indicating that the delay has been slightly underestimated. Other than the

small differences in the bias of the resist profiles, there is generally good agreement to

experiment indicating that the repeated application of the interruption delay is areasonable

assumption and that simulation is sufficiently accurate tobe used toinvestigate new process

alternatives.

8.6.1 Effects of Shorter Development Cycle

In Chapter 7, it was shown that the bias of the resist profiles can be controlled with

different interrupted development techniques. Another way tochange the bias of the resist

profiles is to use adifferent interrupted development schedule. Simulated resist profiles in

Figure 8.7 show that the bias ofthe resist profiles can be reduced by decreasing the develop

ment times in the later development cycles. The eblintdev statement for this interrupted

development schedule is:

eblintdev 14 120 150 180 195 210 225 240

255 270 285 300 315 330 345;

In this sequence, beginning in the third interrupt, the development time ofeach cycle is only

15 seconds. Since shorter development times are used, there is even less development in

the low and medium dose regions. As aresult, there is afurther reduction in pattern bias of

the resist profile which made the isolated line wider and the isolated space narrower than the

ones obtained with the original interrupted development schedule. In order to compensate
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for the slower dissolution with the shorter development cycles, the first development cycle is

2 minute rather than the usual 1minute development.
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Figure 8.7. Comparison ofsimulated 0.25 um features using two different interrupted
development schedules. Schedule 1 is 60,30,30,...,30 seconds with 5.5
minute total development time and schedule 2 is 120,30,30,15,...,15 with
6.5 minute total development time. Schedule 2 produces resist profiles
with less bias.

8.6.2 Effects of Additional Induction Time

Besides providing acapability for the simulation of interrupted development, the

time-delay model and the rate equation also provide ameans for investigating the mecha

nism ofinterrupted development. For example, it was shown in Chapter 7that the effect of

the drying step is to further decrease the bias ofthe resist profiles. One possible mechanism

for this effect could be the introduction ofsome additional delay in the development due to

the time it takes for the developer to establish proper contact with the resist surface. Figure

8.8 illustrates the effect of adding 3 seconds to the time-delay equation to account for wet

ting (Equation 8.1) on the 0.25 umresist profiles. The added induction time decreases the

pattern bias slightly and the effect is stronger for the isolated line. The additional time
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delay effect could also beresponsible for the smaller pattem bias observed intheRIDWDW

experiment inChapter 7 where the resist surface was pre-wet before development
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Figure 8.8. Effects of adding 3 extra seconds delay in the induction time on the resist
profiles obtained with the 60,30,...,30 seconds interrupted development for
6 minute. The added induction time decreases thepattern bias slightly and
the effect is stronger in the isolated line. This result could explain the
decrease pattern bias observed in the RIDWDW experiment.

8.7 Summary

A time-delay model for the simulation of interrupted development of an IBM DNQ/

Novolak resist has been developed which utilizes an induction time or delay as a function of

absorbed energy density to model the effects of an interruption treatment. This induction

time function is obtained from the thickness versus development time data of resist which

was developed for 1 minute and received an interruption treatment prior to development

measurement. This time delay is found to be an exponentially decreasing function of

absorbed energy density. The induction effect is inessence asurface phenomenon because

after the top 200 A ofresist isdissolved, the dissolution ofthe resist isthe same for no inter-
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ruption. This induction effect is in addition to a planar surface rate retardation where the

rate near the surface and resist/substrate interface are slower than the bulk. This planar dis

solution effect was fitted with a modified version of the rate equation for typical positive

resists using two exponential factors tomodel the depth dependence at both the air and sub

strate interfaces.

The successful implementation of the time-delay models in SAMPLE has enabled

the simulation interrupted development of the resist using any interrupt schedule including

straight development. Excellent agreement between simulation and experiment has been

demonstrated for a variety of resist pattems and development methods. Simulated resist

profiles show that byshortening the times ofthe development cycles, the pattem bias can be

increased. In addition, this model provides a foundation for the investigation of the effects

ofadditional induction time on the resist profiles, which might be the mechanism responsi

ble for the further reduction in the pattem bias with the drying or pre-wetting step. While

induction effects are not as pronounced in other resist systems, the extended SAMPLE code

should be suitable for differentiating developer-related induction effects and spin-cast-layer-

related surface rate retardation effects.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Research

9.1 Conclusions

An in-depth examination of chemical and physical mechanisms in resist materials

has been made to support electron-beam lithography with high beam current exposure tools

and advanced chemically-amplified resist systems. New models for resists and their associ

ated quantitative parameters as well as a comprehensive setof extensions to the SAMPLE

program have been developed for the characterization, modeling and simulation of advanced

electron-beam lithography. These extensions include a simulator forelectron-beam induced

heating in theresist during exposure, empirical extensions to the mechanism-based dissolu

tion rate function ofabsorbed energy to include additional processing variables, amodel for

the"cage-effect" in the acid-catalyzed crosslinking reaction of the melamine-based chemi

cally-amplified resist, and amechanistic model for the interrupted development of an IBM

DQN resist.

Estimations of temperature rise in the resist during exposure have been obtained by

solving the heating equation with amassively-parallel computer program which is based on

the explicit Euler method. Simulation results indicate that electron-beam resists with low

sensitivities (i.e., >30 \iC/cm2 at 20 keV) will likely experience transient temperature rise

above their glass transition temperatures when they are exposed with high beam current den

sities (> 25 A/cm2). This electron-beam induced heating could lead to both physical and

chemical changes in theresists. In thecase of the Hitachi RD-2000N, when abeam current

density higher than 25 A/cm2 is used, exposures from the AEBLE-150 caused expansion of

the resist which leads to the formation ofcavities in the resist. The increase inintensity of
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theseeffects in thickresist indicates that theresist*s thermal conductivity is even lower than

that of die oxide. The transient time of the stored heat is on the order of 100ns; and there

fore, adjacent pixels can contribute toahigher temperature rise especially near the edge of a

large pattem where the beam has to turn around.

A methodology based on empirical extensions to the mechanism-based (EEMB)

dissolution rate function of absorbed energy has been developed toextend the range of pro

file modeling for advanced electron-beam resists. The application of this methodology to a

negative chemically-amplified resist, SAL-601-ER7 has been successful in establishing a

predictive model for the accurate simulation ofthe development of this resist under avariety

of post-exposure bake conditions and developer concentrations. This model consists of a

dissolution rate function of absorbed energy and empirical functions relating the parameters

in the rate function to the three key processing variables. These empirical functions are

determined from factorial experiments of dissolution rate measurements the using least

squares technique. Important resist performance indicators such as contrast and sensitivity

can also be derived from this model. Thus, this EEMB dissolution model can be used to

choose an optimized processing condition as well as study dose-linewidth tradeoffs with

simulation.

A practical model based on a linear approximation of the "cage effect" has been

developed to describe the mechanism of the acid-catalyzed crosslinking reaction in the

melamine-based negative chemically-amplified resist, SNR-248. This model is derived

from measurements of the extent of the reaction obtained with FTIR. The "cage effect" is

modeled bymultiplying the global rate constant with alinear "cage effect" factor, which isa

decreasing function of the extent of crosslinking reaction with values between 1and 0. The

slope of this linear function isexplicitly characterized interm of the dose-dependent satura-
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tion of the reaction. This model provides aclosed-form solution relating the extent of the

crosslinking to the exposure and PEB conditions. Due to the mathematical simplicity of

this model, physical parameters can easily be extracted from log-linear plots of the FTIR

measurements of theextent of the crosslinking reaction.

The power and flexibility ofthis "cage effect" model were demonstrated byapply

ing it toand comparing results for both optical and e-beam exposures of SNR-248 resist A

complete model for the exposure, bake and dissolution has been based on this new "cage

effect" model. While its characterization currently does not include process parameters such

as developer concentration as in the EEMB approach, it can be used for direct resist line-

edge profile simulation or for in-depth investigation of the causes of the "cage effect" in

SAMPLE-ARK. The behavior of the dissolution characteristic curves for both exposure

methods is quite similar. Certain quantitative parameters such as the order of the acid cata

lyst in the crosslinking reaction is nearly identical (1.37 for e-beam and 1.42 for optical).

However, in e-beam exposed resist, some crosslinking is induced by the e-beam exposure.

This initial crosslinking appears to contribute to the slighdy higher activation energy in the

crosslinking reaction of the e-beam exposed SNR-248 resist. The equilibrium conversion

ofthe melamine crosslinking sites in the e-beam exposed resist is also larger than that ofthe

deep-UV exposure. In the expression for the equilibrium conversion for the e-beam exposed

resist, the power ofthe acid concentration n, is approximately 0.49, whereas for the deep-

UV exposed resist nis 1.1. Difference also occurs in the activation energies ofthe equilib

rium constants which suggests that the "cage effect" with e-beam exposure has astronger

hindrance on the backward reaction. For both exposure models, the dissolution rate of SNR-

248 resist is asingle valued function ofthe extent ofthe crosslinking reaction.
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The unique chemistry of DQ and novolak resin has enabled the use of interrupted

development to improve the contrast and process latitude of these resists. Various inter

rupted development techniques have been shown to affea the bias of the resist profiles. In

all cases, improved profiles with straighter sidewalls and less top loss are obtained. This

improvement results from the formation of an induction layer ontheresist surface which is

greatest in the areas that havereceived little ornoexposure. The induction time of the sur

face layer is shown to be well-characterized by an exponentially decreasing function of

exposure dose. A time-delay modelhas been developed which can be used to simulate inter

rupted development with any interruption schedule as well as provide a more fundamental

understanding of thebasic mechanisms which determine the shape of the resist profiles.

Some comments on the possible impact of combinations of the factors studied in

separate chapters are appropriate. Heating effects considered inChapter 4 were not seen in

chemically-amplified resists exposed on the AEBLE-150 and from the model parameters in

Chapter 6, heating is not apt to be important up to beam current densities of 25 A/cm2.

Developer concentration was found to be asignificant factor in improving contrast inChap

ter 5 and itseffects could beapproximately included inthe "cage effect" model ofChapter 6

by utilizing parts of dieRQ model. Resists other than the IBM DQN resist tend to show less

dramatic surface-delay effects; however, where these effects are important, it is likely that

they could be characterized with the model inChapter 8using different sets of parameters.

9.2 Future Work

The new extensions to the SAMPLE program described in this thesis are powerful

tools for studying electron-beam lithography. Issues such as exposure induced heating, pro

cess optimization, and mechanisms of chemically-amplified resists, and modeling of the
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interrupted development of an IBM DQN resist have been examined using the SAMPLE

program and these extensions. Yet further improvement in the characterization, modeling

approaches, and simulation can be suggested.

The applications ofthe transient temperature simulation program were only partially

explored. Its accuracy as amodeling tool could also be improved. The heat source could be

modeled more accurately by convolving an energy matrix of Monte Carlo spatial distribu

tion with the exposure pattern. The domain of the simulation could be increase to include

temperature calculation in the substrate especially for underlying high atomic weight materi

als. Important thermodynamic processes such as the increase in the thermal conductivity of

the resist with increasing temperature and the uptake ofenergy during the phase transition of

the resist should also be considered. New techniques should be developed to determine

these parameters experimentally.

A more accurate development rate measurement technique for slowly developing

resists could improve the accuracy of the dissolution rate model. The optical reflectivity

measurement technique has a fundamental limitation such that a minimum of two extremes

must be collected before any thickness calculation can be made. Consequently, resists with

dissolution rates less than 1A/sec cannot be determined unless extremely long development

times are used. Other development monitoring techniques such as the quartz crystal

microbalance or the multiple wavelength interferometry can overcome this problem. Li

addition, these techniques require less data processing than the sinusoidal reflectivity mea

surements of DRM, and therefore, are less susceptible to the introduction of errors during

the conversion ofthe raw reflectivity signals to thickness versus development time data.
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With the variety of dissolution rate models needed to simulate the state-of-the-art

resist technologies, aparser which can accept the dissolution rate equation as input should

be implemented in SAMPLE to improve the flexibility ofthe program. For example, the

EEMB dissolution rate model and DQN resist dissolution model differs substantially. With

the current SAMPLE program, these functions have to be hard coded in the program and the

parameters specified in the input for these functions seldom reflect the processing conditions

used in the simulation. In order to fully accommodate models such as the EEMB dissolu

tion model, the parser should be able to let user define functions which relate the parameters

in the rate functions to the processing variables. For example, for the SAL-601-ER7 resist,

one possible way to let the userdefine the rate functions is illustrated here:

eblfundef RO = (15.9 - 0.45 * Temp - 0.31 * time + 7.1 * C
-0.28 * C*2 - 0.32 * Temp * time + 2.5 * B)~2;

eblfundef E0 = 207 - 35.4 * Temp + 9.0 * Temp*2 - 7.7 * time
+ 13.3 * C - 19.2 * B;

eblratdef R0 / (1.0 + (E / E0)A1.5)*31;
eblvardef Temp 120 time 90 C 0.27;
ebldevelop;

Here, the eblfundef command defines R0 and E0 which are functions ofPEB temperature

(Temp), time (time), and developer concentration (c). The eblratdef command then

defines the rate function in terms of R0 and E0. Next, the processing variables are specified

in the eblvardef statement. Ifadifferent PEB condition is used, then only the eblvardef

statement needs to be changed.

Similarly, the "cage effect" model can also be defined using the following state

ments:

eblfundef kl = 4.3e9 * exp (- 0.694/(8.62e-5 * T));
eblfundef k2 = 1.7e5 * exp (- 0.370/(8.62e-5 * T));
eblfundef CO = 0.2.5 * (1 - exp(D / 0.95));
eblfundef Ca = E;

eblfundef Xe = k2 * CaA0.5;
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eblfundef tempi - exp(-(l - xe) * kl * time * 03*1.42 / Xe);
eblfundef temp2 = (1 - C0)/(1 - CO/Xe);
eblfundef temp3 = (1 - CO)/(Xe - CO);
eblfundef C = (tempi - temp2)/(tempi - temp3);
eblfundef CE = 15 * C*2 - 20 * C*3 + 15 * CA4

- 6 * CA5 + CA6;

eblratdef 550 / (1.0 - CE/7.5)A6.5;
eblvardef Temp 120 time 90;
ebldevelop;

In this case, c isthenormalized extent of the crosslinking reaction, CO istheinitial crosslink

ing, ca is the acid concentration, and ce is the number of crosslinking events. This set of

commands is a more complicated example but it demonstrates the flexibility of the user-

specified functions. Since most of the function definitions are involved in the calculationof

the parameters in the dissolution rate function, they would not degrade the performance of

the program significamly if care are taken to avoid repeatedly calling these user-defined

functions. Although the implementation to be compatible with the existing FORTRAN code

will be quite difficult, the effort is well justified for the advantage gained with this new

parser.

The results from the experiments of the interrupted development of the IBM DQN

resist suggest that the dissolution of the resist is a strong function of the strength of the

developer which reaches the resist profile surface. The increase in bias ofthe resist profiles

when the development technique changed from dip to spray isanother possible indication of

this effect. As aresult, adissolution model which takes transport phenomena into account

could be an improvement over the dissolution rate function ofabsorbed energy alone. This

approach has recently been demonstrated by Ushirogouchi et al [1], A dissolution model

based on the diffusion of developer ions and ionized resin molecules could be used to

explore the mechanism of the formation ofthe surface induction layer such as the closing of

the diffusion channels afterthe interruption treatment.
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SAMPLE produces, principally, the two-dimensional cross-sections of line-edge

profiles exposed with one-dimensional electron beams. In order toexplore the interactions

of electron-beam induced heating and proximity effects, three-dimensional (3-D) simula

tions of the exposure, heating and development processes are needed. Fortunately, many

simulation modules such as the 3-D Monte Carlo simulation [2], the 3-D heat equation

solver, and the 3-D resist etching algorithms [31[41 have already been developed. Allthat is

required is a pattem generator which can take the exposure patterns and perform the convo

lution with energy matrix. Formore sophisticated resist kinetics with no closed-form solu

tion orsimulation ofthe diffusion ofcatalyst during the post-exposure bake ofachemically-

amplified resist, the algorithm for solving advanced resist kinetics developed by Ferguson in

the SAMPLE-ARK program[5] couldalsobe included. Thecombinations of these features

would provide a major advancement inthe simulation ofelectron-beam lithography.

9.3 A Final Perspective

The goal of establishing quantitative characterization methods and a mechanistic

foundation to support resist profile simulation and processing optimization of the state-of-

the-art e-beam lithography has been attained. The new extensions to the SAMPLE program

increase the range ofprofile modeling capability of the program with both empirical and

mechanistic models. From a process development engineer's point ofview, the EEMB dis

solution rate model should provide an efficient and robust model for the optimization of

resist processing. The mechanistic models for chemically-amplified resists and interrupted

development are hopefully also of immediate use to the process engineer. From a resist

engineer's point ofview, the understanding from the mechanistic nature ofthese modeling

approaches should also aid in the development of lithographic materials. It is hoped that

these extensions will contribute to the further advance ofelectron-beam lithography.
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